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O n April 27, 2019, a white supremacist armed 
with a high-powered rifle walked into a San 
Diego synagogue and shot four people, one 

fatally, before fleeing and finally surrendering to police. 
A letter the gunman allegedly posted online shortly before 
the shooting claimed credit for a previous arson attack 
on an Escondido mosque, spewed racist “white geno-
cide” conspiracy theories, cited earlier white supremacist 
attacks against a synagogue in Pittsburgh and mosques 
in New Zealand, and urged like-minded white Christians 
to commit further acts of violence.1 

Was this crime an act of terrorism, a hate crime, or 
just another homicide? Under current Justice Department 
policies, how far-right violence targeting people based on 
race, religion, national origin, gender, sexual orientation, 
gender identity, or disability gets categorized is often arbi-
trary. But it has significant consequences for how federal 
officials label these crimes in public statements, how they 
prioritize and track them, and whether they will investigate 
and prosecute them. As a result, the Justice Department 
doesn’t know how many people far-right militants attack 
each year in the United States, which leaves intelligence 
analysts and policy makers in the dark about the impact this 
violence inflicts on our society and how to best address it. 
More importantly, the failure to properly label and respond 

to far-right violence deprives victimized communities of 
basic human dignity and equal protection of the law.

Developing more effective federal policies to address 
far-right violence requires a new approach that better 
protects vulnerable communities from all forms of violence 
and utilizes restorative justice practices to remediate the 
communal injuries that these crimes inflict. 

Attacks like the San Diego synagogue shooting often fit 
the federal definitions of both domestic terrorism and hate 
crimes, as well as state violations like murder. Laws govern-
ing these crimes all carry substantial penalties, but how the 
Justice Department initially labels them becomes important 
chiefly because its policies de-prioritize hate crimes inves-
tigations. Terrorism investigations are the FBI’s number 
one priority and are well-resourced. These investigations 
tend to look broadly to determine if an ongoing criminal 
organization may have supported the attack or be plan-
ning new ones. In contrast, civil rights violations like hate 
crimes rank fifth out of eight priorities, and investigations 
tend to focus narrowly on a particular attack or attacker. To 
make matters worse, the Justice Department defers the vast 
majority of hate crimes investigations to state and local law 
enforcement without any federal evaluation to determine if 
the perpetrators are part of a larger violent far-right group. 
State and local law enforcement are often ill-equipped or 
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unwilling to properly respond to these crimes. 
The Justice Department also regularly treats white suprem-

acist violence not as domestic terrorism or hate crimes, but 
as gang crimes, which rank sixth on the FBI’s priority list. 
The Justice Department has made no effort to comprehen-
sively account for all incidents of far-right violence across 
these different program categories to reveal the full scope 
of their impact on American society.

Though far-right attacks represent just a tiny proportion 
of the violence that takes place in the U.S. each year, they 
require specific attention because they pose a persistent 
threat to vulnerable communities, particularly commu-
nities of color, immigrants, LGBTQ people, women, the 
disabled, and religious minorities. These communities are 
already disproportionately victimized by other violent crimes, 
including police violence, much of which is never prose-
cuted. Moreover, the organized nature of far-right groups 
that often commit this violence allows them to quickly 
replace any member who is incarcerated 
and to carry out further acts of violence 
after any individual crime is successfully 
prosecuted. Finally, since far-right attacks 
are intended to inflict injuries beyond the 
direct victims by threatening and intimi-
dating entire communities of people who 
share similar attributes, they demand 
a more comprehensive and strategic 
government response. Simply increasing 
criminal penalties for these perpetrators 
does little to redress the broader social injuries that result. 

Current and former Justice Department officials have 
been calling for a new domestic terrorism statute to combat 
far-right violence, but there are already dozens of federal 
statutes carrying severe penalties that are available to 
investigators and prosecutors pursuing these crimes, as 
detailed in our earlier white paper, Wrong Priorities for 
Fighting Terrorism.2 Which of these statutes prosecutors 
ultimately charge in a particular case is far less important 
than how Justice Department officials label these attacks in 
public statements when they occur, and how they prioritize, 
resource, and track the investigation and prosecution of 
these crimes. Under current policies, when Justice Depart-
ment officials call far-right attacks hate crimes or gang 
crimes and place them far down their priority list, they are 
sending victimized communities the unmistakable message 
that the government values their lives less. The Justice 
Department doesn’t need new laws, it needs new policies. 
Moreover, the Justice Department has repeatedly abused 
its domestic terrorism authorities to target environmental 
activists, peace advocates, and civil rights protesters, rais-
ing appropriate concerns about how it would use any new 
powers Congress might provide.

The purpose of this white paper is to examine how Justice 
Department policies regarding far-right violence undermine 
our nation’s security by discounting the safety concerns 
of American communities victimized by this reactionary 

violence and official indifference. The federal government’s 
failure to ensure equal protection of the law erodes commu-
nity resilience and social cohesion. While a full assessment 
of the true nature, scope, and impact of far-right violence is 
necessary to develop sound strategies to address it, as our 
first white paper argued, this does not mean policy makers 
must wait passively until this data is fully collected. This 
paper argues for exploring new approaches to the problem 
of far-right violence, not only to address the present policy 
failures but to determine whether our traditional legislative 
approach to hate crimes — increasing criminal penalties — 
is effective in reducing the harms from far-right violence. 

Part 1 of this paper summarizes the legal framework 
Congress has established to address far-right violence. 

Part 2 explains the nature of the threat from far-right 
violence and the many tools federal prosecutors have to 
address it. 

Part 3 shows how Justice Department policies de-pri-
oritize far-right terrorism as a national 
security threat, ranking it behind cases 
it labels “international” terrorism and 
those directed at domestic protest groups. 
These policies label a significant portion of 
the violence committed by far-right mili-
tants as “hate crimes” rather than terror-
ism before any federal evaluation of the 
incident takes place, and defer the investi-
gation, prosecution, and tracking of these 
crimes to state and local law enforcement. 

While state prosecutions may ultimately be determined to 
be appropriate in many cases, by abandoning the responsi-
bility to examine and account for these crimes the Justice 
Department blinds itself to the true scope of the threat. This 
practice also deprives the federal government of an intel-
ligence base necessary to develop an effective strategy to 
target far-right violence.

Part 4 describes the obstacles that prevent state and local 
law enforcement from effectively responding to hate crimes 
and the failure of the Uniform Crime Reporting system to 
accurately account for this violence nationally. 

Part 5 focuses on the lack of trust between law enforce-
ment and minority communities who suffer dispropor-
tionately from police violence and abuse as well as a lack 
of attention when they are victims of violent crimes, which 
may inhibit hate crime reporting to the police. 

Part 6 examines the efficacy of the current punitive 
approach to hate crimes legislation, showing its failure to 
effectively deter future crimes or assuage the concerns of 
the victimized communities. 

Finally, Part 7 provides recommendations for a new 
approach to hate crimes focused on understanding the 
threat of organized far-right violence, reforming police 
practices in minority and disenfranchised communities, 
and developing restorative justice approaches to address 
the communal injuries caused by these attacks and build a 
more tolerant, secure, and resilient society.

The Justice 
Department 

doesn’t need new 
laws, it needs  
new policies. 
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Part 1: The Legal Framework

The term “terrorism” is best understood as a rhetorical device that describes 
violence that the government or society particularly despises. There is a debate 
regarding whether it is an appropriate term for legal proceedings, as it use tends to 

politicize prosecutions of criminal acts already prohibited by other laws, but the Justice 
Department has embraced it. The problem is that federal officials use the terrorism label 
most frequently to describe criminal activity by Muslims and balk at using it when the 
perpetrator is white. Congress has codified a facially neutral definition of what conduct 
can be considered domestic terrorism, so it is crucial that the Justice Department apply 
the term equally, regardless of the identity of the perpetrator. 

Federal law defines domestic terrorism as illegal acts 
occurring in the U.S. that are “dangerous to human life” 
and appear to be “intended to intimidate or coerce a civil-
ian population.”3 Though this statutory definition does 
not itself impose any criminal liability, Congress passed 51 

“federal crimes of terrorism” targeting the types of violent 
acts domestic far-right militants commonly commit, and 
a 52nd that further prohibits material support toward the 
commission of these crimes. 

In addition, Congress passed five federal hate crimes 
laws outlawing violence directed at people because of bias 
against their race, religion, national origin, gender, sexual 
orientation, gender identity, or disability; designed to 
interfere with their free exercise of constitutional rights; 
deprive them of housing; or targeting places of religious 
devotion.4 Hate crimes can involve anything from minor 
property crimes like vandalism all the way up to mass 
murder. Clearly not all of these crimes could or should 
be considered terrorism, but there is an obvious overlap 
between hate crimes that involve deadly violence and 
domestic terrorism, as they are both intended to frighten, 
intimidate, and coerce a civilian population. Because 
far-right violence often targets communities protected 
by hate crimes statutes, these laws can be effective tools 
for prosecutors in cases labeled as domestic terrorism 
investigations.

Where the perpetrators of far-right violence act as a 
group, organized crime statutes also provide a robust 
mechanism to dismantle these criminal enterprises. 
When federal officials open a domestic terrorism inves-
tigation, they can use all of these federal laws and a 
multitude of others to prosecute the case, as detailed in 
our previous white paper, Wrong Priorities on Fighting 
Terrorism.”5 It documented 66 different federal statutes 
that the Justice Department listed as the lead charge on 
four or more domestic terrorism prosecutions from 2013 
through 2017.6 No new federal laws are needed to properly 
address this violence. 

Recent examples of far-right attacks that Justice Depart-
ment officials quickly and publicly labeled as acts of terror-

ism include the 2017 Charlottesville, Virginia, vehicle attack 
that killed Heather Heyer, a Trump fanatic’s 2018 mail 
bomb campaign against media companies and Democratic 
political figures, and a militia group’s 2017 fire-bombings 
of a Minnesota mosque and Illinois abortion clinic.7 The 
Justice Department prosecuted the mail bomb campaign 
using one of the federal crimes of terrorism, the Charlot-
tesville vehicle attack using a hate crime statute, and the 
militia bombings using a terrorism statute, a hate crime 
statute, and an organized crime statute.

Where the available evidence gathered during a domes-
tic terrorism investigation suggests state laws would be 
more effective to properly address the crime, federal agents 
can refer these cases to state and local prosecutors.8 Recent 
examples of far-right violence that appear to have met the 
statutory definition of domestic terrorism but resulted in 
no federal charges include the 2018 slaying of a gay Jewish 
man in California by a member of the violent neo-Nazi 
group Atomwaffen Division, the 2017 murder of a black 
man in New York City by a white supremacist intent on 
starting a race war, and the 2016 vehicular homicide of a 
black man in Oregon by a member of European Kindred, 
a white supremacist prison gang.9 State and local prose-
cutors charged these perpetrators with hate crimes and, 
in the New York City case, with violating a state terror-
ism statute. These charges indicate that the crimes likely 
met the federal definition of domestic terrorism as well, 
as they were deadly and intended to intimidate a civilian 
population. But the Justice Department does not account 
for them or other deadly far-right crimes occurring across 
the country as acts of domestic terrorism. 

Where states have appropriate laws and the will to 
enforce them, the Justice Department’s deferral policy 
for hate crimes might make sense. The majority of hate 
crimes, which do not involve violence harmful to human 
life, can certainly be better handled by local authorities. 
But, as shown in a table of state hate crimes statutes at 
Appendix II, not all states have laws that are effectively 
tailored to address bias-motivated crimes, and many 
rarely enforce them. Indeed, the communities targeted by 
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far-right violence are often neglected by law enforcement 
when they are crime victims. There are disproportionately 
high rates of unsolved homicides involving black, Native 
American, LGBTQ, and migrant victims across the coun-
try, some number of which are likely bias crimes.10 The 
Justice Department pursues federal hate crimes prosecu-
tions against only about 25 defendants each year, and its 
decisions to charge these few cases rather than the multi-
tude of others appear entirely arbitrary.11 The sections 
below detail why far-right violence needs greater atten-
tion, and how Justice Department policies fail to properly 
address them. As a result, many Americans less safe and 
less confident that law enforcement protects or serves 
their interests. 
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The Anti-Defamation League includes 52 police offi-
cers among the victims slain by far-right militants from 
2011 to 2018.13 These likely include a 2012 ambush of law 
enforcement officers by a group of sovereign citizens in 
Laplace, Louisiana, which left two deputies killed and two 
more seriously wounded.14 Though some of these perpe-
trators were reportedly on the FBI’s terrorism watchlist 
prior to the shootings, no federal charges followed. Mass 
casualty events like this one and others involving white 
supremacist attackers in Oak Creek, Wisconsin; Colo-
rado Springs, Colorado; and Charleston, South Carolina, 
are consistent with research that indicates that far-right 
homicide incidents are particularly violent — four times 
more likely to involve multiple victims than the average 
homicide event.15 

By December 2018, the ECDB researchers had identi-
fied 450 fatalities from 210 far-right attacks they deemed 

“ideologically-motivated” between 1990 and 2018.16 This 
limiting nomenclature is meaningful because, as the 
ECDB researchers point out, individuals associated with 
far-right groups often engage in violence and other crim-
inal activity that cannot properly be categorized as “ideo-
logically motivated.” Federal law enforcement agents have 
arrested hundreds of white supremacist gang members 
across the country in recent years for racketeering, drug 
trafficking, murder, and other violent crimes not meant 
to further an ideological goal so much as to maintain 
their criminal enterprise.17 These crimes are not typi-
cally captured in terrorism or hate crimes databases — 
and often not even tracked in gang databases — so law 
enforcement officials often underestimate the true scope 
of the violence far-right groups commit each year.18 

Other studies have documented a correlation between 
the presence of far-right and white supremacist “hate 
groups” and an increase in hate crime attacks.19 A 2014 
study compared ECDB far-right homicide data from 

1990 to 2008 with information identifying far-right hate 
groups published by the Southern Poverty Law Center 
and verified through other media sources. It found that 
far-right homicides are significantly more likely to occur 
in counties where at least one identified “hate group” 
resides.20 For every additional “hate group” present per 
10,000 residents within a county, the likelihood of a 
hate-motivated homicide increased by 23 percent.21 

It is important to clarify that the vast majority of indi-
viduals associated with so-called “hate groups” do not 
engage in violence. Law enforcement should always focus 
specifically on the relatively few individuals and organized 
groups that engage in serious criminal activities rather 
than the many who merely espouse odious views. A 2005 
ECDB-related survey of state law enforcement agencies 
used language that seemed better designed to determine 
the prevalence of violent groups across the U.S., using 
the term “terrorist group” to imply the use of violence 
rather than just hateful rhetoric, instead of “hate group” 
or “extremist group.” Eighty-five percent of survey respon-
dents confirmed the presence of at least one far-right 

“terrorist” group within their jurisdictions.22

The Justice Department clearly recognizes the overlap 
between organized far-right violence that meets the defi-
nition of domestic terrorism and hate crimes. FBI policy 
instructs agents investigating a federal hate crime to open 
a domestic terrorism investigation whenever the suspect 
has “a nexus to any kind of white supremacist group.”23 It 
is unclear, however, whether the FBI always follow this 
policy. Despite the attorney general calling the Charlottes-
ville vehicle attack an act of terrorism, the Justice Depart-
ment and FBI publicly labeled the investigation of Alex 
Fields’ murder of Heather Heyer during the 2017 “Unite 
the Right” rally in Charlottesville a “civil rights investi-
gation,” seemingly ignoring that it took place during a 
pre-planned white supremacist riot.24 To be clear, the deci-

Part 2: The Nature of the Threat

Organized far-right violence has posed an enduring threat in the United States 
since its founding, particularly targeting communities of color, immigrants, 
LGBTQ people, women, and religious minorities. The Ku Klux Klan is one of 

the most violent and persistent criminal organizations in U.S. history, but it is only one 
of hundreds of different far-right groups, including white supremacists, nativists, neo-
fascists, militias, and sovereign citizens that have used and continue to use violence 
to promote their political, religious, and social goals. Researchers at the National 
Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Response to Terrorism compiled an 
Extremist Crime Database (ECDB) to collect open-source data on the violent and non-
violent criminal activities of far-right groups. These researchers reported in 2011 that 
“active members of far-right extremist groups have been involved in over 330 homicide 
incidents in the [previous] 20 years.”12 
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sion to ultimately charge Fields under federal hate crimes 
statutes exposes him to severe punishment, including 
the death penalty, so no new laws are necessary to fully 
address his crime even if none of the 51 “federal crimes of 
terrorism” could have been charged. But publicly labeling 
a case as a hate crime investigation at the onset narrows 
the scope of these inquiries to the individual act, rather 
than examining it as a part of a potentially larger and 
ongoing domestic terrorism conspiracy. 

The good news is that the Justice Department has 
ample authorities to address these crimes. Unfortunately, 
the way the Justice Department chooses to use these tools 
tends to obscure the threat from far-right violence rather 
than clarify it.
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The Justice Department implemented these policies and 
practices despite the fact that academic sources report 
that there have been as many, if not more Americans 
killed by far-right terrorists than by “international” terror-
ists since 9/11.28 The truth is that no one knows the total 
number of fatalities resulting from far-right violence 
because the Justice Department does not collect accu-
rate data regarding these attacks, despite a congressional 
mandate to do so.29 

Even though the Justice Department devotes fewer 
resources to “domestic” terrorism investigations and 
promotes them less aggressively in the media, its own 
records suggest that domestic terrorist groups are more 
active than “international” terrorists.30 Prosecution statis-
tics produced by the Executive Office for U.S. Attorneys 
indicate that federal prosecutors have filed 892 “domestic” 
terrorism cases over the last 10 years, more than twice as 
many as the 442 “international” terrorism prosecutions 
over the same period.31

The Justice Department’s politicized promotion of 
“international” terrorism prosecutions was most recently 
demonstrated when it published a January 2018 report 
alleging that 73 percent of defendants convicted on 
terrorism-related charges were immigrants or visitors 
to the U.S.32 Only by excluding domestic terrorism cases 
involving U.S. citizens could this misleading figure be 
achieved. The Justice Department now acknowledges 
that the report, which was issued to justify the Trump 
administration’s “Muslim ban” and other policies aimed at 
restricting immigration, was inaccurate and misleading.33 
It has refused to withdraw or correct the data, however.

Even within the narrower realm of “domestic” terror-
ism, the Justice Department has prioritized cases that 
target civil rights, anti-war, social justice, and environ-
mental protest groups over violent white supremacists. 
For years the FBI maintained that “eco-terrorism,” which 
hasn’t produced any U.S. fatalities over many decades, 
was the primary domestic terrorism threat.34 While envi-
ronmental protest groups have engaged in civil disobe-
dience and property damage, this activity could only very 

rarely be considered “dangerous to human life,” which is 
a necessary element of the statutory definition of domes-
tic terrorism.35 In 2010, the Justice Department inspector 
general criticized the FBI for treating non-violent civil 
disobedience and vandalism as justification to conduct 
lengthy and aggressive terrorism investigations of envi-
ronmental activists, racial and social justice protesters, 
and peace advocates.36 

Recent evidence suggests the Justice Department is 
continuing to treat protests as terrorism, particularly in its 
monitoring of minority-led movements like Native Amer-
ican water protectors and Black Lives Matter activists, the 
latter falsely framed as “Black Identity Extremists.”37 The 
Justice Department’s failed attempt to prosecute more 
than 200 anti-Trump activists who were near where 
some windows were broken and a limousine was lit on 
fire during the J20 post-inauguration protests stands in 
sharp contrast to the relative handful of federal arrests 
arising from more than two years of far-right rioting 
across the country where journalists and counter-pro-
testers were beaten, stabbed, shot, and killed.38 In contrast, 
the Intercept published an analysis of 752 cases the Justice 
Department classified as domestic terrorism since 9/11 
and found only 268 involved far-right defendants who 
were charged with crimes that met the federal definition 
of terrorism.39

Two examples illustrate this point. When six anti-rac-
ist protesters were stabbed at a 2016 rally, the FBI and 
state police painted the white supremacists as victims 
and investigated the wounded protesters instead.40 
The FBI’s memorandum opening a full investigation of 
the anti-racist protest group By Any Means Necessary 
(BAMN) described the Ku Klux Klan as an organization 
that “some perceived to be supportive of a white suprem-
acist agenda.”41 The memo referenced previous instances 
when BAMN activists engaged in non-violent civil disobe-
dience, including yelling to disrupt a public meeting, to 
justify its terrorism investigation.42 Similarly, 2017 FBI 
training materials regarding “abortion extremism” refer-
enced the decades-long campaign of deadly violence by 

Part 3: New Laws Unnecessary

As our first white paper in this series demonstrated, Congress has already done 
its part to address far-right terrorism.25 It established a clear statutory definition 
of “domestic terrorism,” enacted 51 distinct “federal crimes of terrorism” that 

can be used to prosecute purely domestic acts, and further criminalized the provision 
of material support toward the commission of any of these crimes.26 The Justice 
Department named counterterrorism its number one mission after the 9/11 attacks, but 
it has as a matter of policy and practice subordinated investigations of far-right militants, 
which it labels “domestic” terrorists, in favor of those targeting Muslim suspects, which it 
calls “international” or “homegrown” terrorists.27 
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anti-abortion militants, but also warned of a purported 
terrorist threat from “pro-choice extremists.”43 The docu-
ment acknowledged that the only individual purportedly 
fitting this category “acted independently and without 
any direct affiliation with a pro-choice group.”44 It none-
theless presented a broad profile of potential “pro-choice 
extremists” that could encourage over-zealous policing 
of non-violent political advocacy groups. Manufactur-
ing imaginary terrorist threats to create false “both sides” 
counterweights to far-right violence threatens Ameri-
cans’ First Amendment rights and undermines their secu-
rity while diverting law enforcement resources from real 
threats. 

Without accurate data about how federal agents and 
prosecutors use their resources, it is impossible to assess 
their performance. The Justice Department redacts the 
case docket numbers from the prosecution records it 
releases, which inhibits researchers’ 
ability to examine the court records 
to determine the proportion of cases 
involving deadly far-right violence 
versus non-violent civil disobedi-
ence or property crimes committed 
by protest groups. Moreover, federal 
prosecutors decline to prosecute 
the majority of domestic terrorism 
and hate crimes cases the FBI refers 
to them, for a variety of reasons.45 
Obscuring the nature of the Justice 
Department’s domestic terrorism 
investigations and prosecutions 
makes it impossible for policy makers 
to determine whether counterterror-
ism resources are properly directed 
based on objective assessments of the 
deadliest threats. The Brennan Center 
is currently suing the Justice Department to obtain more 
detailed records regarding federal prosecutions.46

To obfuscate matters further, the Justice Department 
treats many of the racist, xenophobic, Islamophobic, 
anti-Semitic, homophobic, and misogynistic attacks 
committed by far-right militants not as acts of terrorism, 
but as hate crimes. Congress has passed five federal hate 
crimes statutes since 1968, giving the Justice Department 
authority to investigate, prosecute, and severely punish 
acts of violence motivated by bias based on race, reli-
gion, national origin, gender, sexual orientation, gender 
identity, or disability.47 It also passed the Hate Crimes 
Statistics Act of 1990, requiring the Justice Department to 
properly track and document the number of bias crimes 
throughout the United States.48 

The Justice Department abdicates its responsibility to 
enforce these laws, however, by deferring investigation 
and prosecution of the vast majority of these crimes — as 
well as the mandated national accounting of this threat 

— to state and local law enforcement. While the federal 

government cannot and should not be expected to inves-
tigate and prosecute all hate crimes around the country, 
it must recognize that state and local law enforcement 
are not capable of adequately responding to what is a 
national and even international crime problem. 

As reflected in the chart at Appendix II, not all states 
have laws tailored to address this violence. Many states 
that have hate crimes laws fail to enforce them. Only 
about 12 percent of police departments around the 
country report hate crimes occurring within their juris-
dictions to the federal government. State and local law 
enforcement agencies are poorly equipped to track 
violent far-right militants that operate through national 
and international criminal networks. These enforcement 
and reporting deficits leave the federal government blind 
to the true nature and scope of far-right violence in this 
country and leave the victims and their communities 

without justice or protection from 
further attacks. 

To their credit, Justice Department 
officials have recently acknowledged 
that the current system is inadequate.49 
Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosen-
stein conceded that just “because 
hate crimes are not reported does 
not mean they are not happening.”50 
But his proposed solutions — a new 
hate crimes website, another survey, 
and more training — are insufficient. 
They ignore the natural obstacles and 
disincentives that inhibit state and 
local police agencies from fully iden-
tifying, acknowledging, investigating, 
and prosecuting far-right violence 
within their jurisdictions and across 
the nation. The minority, immigrant, 

LGBTQ, and anti-racist dissident communities targeted 
by far-right violence often have fraught relationships with 
law enforcement agencies that tend to over-police them 
as crime suspects, yet underserve them when they are 
crime victims. 

In crafting a proper response to far-right terrorism, it 
must be noted that such violence represents just a tiny 
fraction of the violence American communities suffer 
each year. Though violent crime is significantly reduced 
from decades past, it still disproportionately impacts the 
same communities targeted by hate crimes and victim-
ized by police violence, abuse, and neglect. The reaction-
ary nature of far-right violence — that is, its tendency to 
reinforce existing political, economic, and social ineq-
uities — fuels distrust whenever the authorities do not 
respond quickly and deliberately to enforce the law when 
these attacks occur. The perpetrators take such inaction 
for official sanction of their violence and become embold-
ened, while the victim communities lose confidence that 
the law will protect them. The state response — or non-re-

No one knows 
the total number 

of fatalities 
resulting from 

far-right violence 
because the Justice 
Department does 

not collect accurate 
data regarding 
these attacks.
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sponse — to far-right violence can further fray the bonds 
with these communities and stoke greater social divi-
sion. Understanding this context is critical to developing 
a more effective response, which must take place within 
a broader law enforcement reform effort designed to 
protect and serve all communities from all kinds of harm.

Clearly not all hate crimes could be properly considered 
terrorism, but illegal acts that are “dangerous to human life” 
and “intended to intimidate or coerce a civilian popula-
tion” fit the definition of definition of “domestic terrorism” 
that Congress codified in statute.51 Calling such violence 
a hate crime when it targets marginalized communities 
is more than just a semantic downgrade. FBI policy ranks 
counterterrorism as its primary mission, while civil rights 
violations such as hate crimes are its fifth priority, behind 
cyber-crimes and public corruption, reducing the inves-
tigative resources devoted to these investigations.52 The 
FBI should treat these crimes as a top priority, particularly 
where the offender is part of a far-right group that has 
committed similar violence in the past. 

While it is critical for the FBI to evaluate these inci-
dents as potential acts of domestic terrorism, they can 
still be prosecuted using federal hate crimes statutes or 
other criminal laws, as the evidence dictates. FBI policy 

requires opening a domestic terrorism investigation if the 
subject of a federal hate crime investigation has a nexus 
to a white supremacist group.53 The bureau should have 
the same policy when the subject of a state hate crime 
investigation involving deadly violence is associated with 
a far-right group. Many of these cases, and likely even 
most, could still be left to state and local police and pros-
ecutors when the facts and circumstances suggest they 
could provide a more appropriate and efficient forum to 
effectively address the criminal activity in question. But 
involving federal law enforcement in the initial evaluation 
of these investigations would both improve the Justice 
Department’s awareness of the scope and nature of the 
threat from far-right violence, and support more effec-
tive state and local law enforcement responses to hate 
crimes. Federal attention to these crimes within jurisdic-
tions that do not have effective hate crimes statutes or 
do not enforce them may encourage state legislatures to 
enact appropriate laws and inspire police and prosecutors 
to enforce them. Where the alleged hate crime does not 
involve illegal acts dangerous to human life and does not 
involve organized criminal activity, the Justice Depart-
ment can and should continue its policy of deferring these 
cases to state and local law enforcement, as appropriate.
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The Hate Crimes Statistics Act of 1990 requires the Justice 
Department to collect national statistics regarding bias 
crimes, but it chooses instead to rely on state and local 
law enforcement agencies voluntarily reporting to the 
FBI through the Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) system, 
rather than conducting its own investigations and data 
collection activities regarding these crimes. The problem 
is, not all police agencies submit data to the UCR system 
and the vast majority of those that do report zero hate 
crimes.56 National Crime Victim Surveys document 30 to 
40 times more bias crimes than the UCR.

These deficiencies have been 
well-documented over the past few 
decades, yet they persist. Ten years 
after passage of the Hate Crimes 
Statistics Act, the Justice Depart-
ment funded a Northeastern Univer-
sity study to find ways to improve 
the accuracy of hate crimes report-
ing. This study, published in 2000, 
described two barriers preventing an 
accurate accounting of hate crimes in 
the U.S.: social conditions inhibiting 
victims and witnesses from reporting 
these crimes to law enforcement and 
disincentives for state and local police 
and prosecutors to investigate, pros-
ecute, and report them to the Justice 
Department.57 

The number of law enforcement agencies participat-
ing in UCR reporting has gone up over time, but so has 
the percentage of agencies reporting zero hate crimes. 
In 1998, 83 percent of the 10,730 participating agencies 
reported no hate crimes. In 2017, 87.4 percent of 16,149 
participating agencies reported no hate crimes.58 The 
remaining 12.6 percent of law enforcement agencies 
that reported at least one hate crime in 2017 identified a 
total of 7,175 incidents involving more than 8,800 victims, 
including 990 aggravated assaults, 15 murders, and 23 
rapes.59 The more than 2,300 property crimes involv-
ing destruction, damage, or vandalism they reported in 

2017 are aggregated in the UCR data, so it is impossi-
ble to distinguish between a potential terrorist act, like a 
bombing, versus racist graffiti scribbled in on a bathroom 
wall based on these records.60 The true number of hate 
crimes committed against Americans, and the damage 
this violence inflicts on American communities, remains 
unmeasured.

The Justice Department in 2018 conceded that there 
remains a significant “gap” in the national hate crimes 
statistics it publishes. Unfortunately, the reforms it 
announced — establishing a new web portal for police 

and the public to learn about hate 
crimes and how to report them and 
yet another hate crimes survey — are 
simply increasing investments in a 
fatally-flawed methodology because 
they ignore the obstacles and disin-
centives that make it difficult for these 
entities to effectively address racist 
and reactionary violence.61

No governor, mayor, or police chief 
wants their state or locality to be 
known for having a high rate of hate 
crimes.62 Police officers and prose-
cutors have a tremendous amount 
of discretion in determining what 
evidence to credit and what to ignore 
in evaluating whether bias played 
a role in a crime, and may lack the 

interest or knowledge necessary to identify hate crime 
indicators.63 Federal hate crimes training programs are 
impractical, however, because states and localities all 
have different statutes and evidentiary rules that are 
continually being interpreted by the courts and refined 
by state legislatures. What might be effective advice in 
one jurisdiction is simply inapplicable in another. One 
New Jersey hate crime statute, for example, required only 
a victim’s perception that the crime was motivated by bias 
to obtain a conviction, rather than the more common 
requirement of proving the biased intent of the attacker.64 
A state appeals court overturned a conviction based on 

Part 4: Obstacles to Effective Hate Crimes Enforcement

There are significant obstacles and disincentives that make it difficult for state and 
local police and prosecutors to effectively address hate crimes and other far-right 
violence. To begin with, six states do not even have hate crimes laws.54 The various 

state and local laws that are on the books vary significantly in whom they protect, the 
methods and standards for proving bias, as well as when and how they are applied. 
These discrepancies result in widely disparate outcomes for similar crimes in different 
jurisdictions.55 Some statutes establish stand-alone crimes, while others authorize 
penalty enhancements for existing crimes when motivated by bias. 

In many cases, 
the communities 
targeted by hate 
crimes are also 

disproportionately 
victims of police 

violence and 
abuse, yet they are 

underserved as 
crime victims.
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this law in 2013, remanding it for retrial with the added 
requirement that the defendant’s state of mind be prov-
en.65 The New Jersey Supreme Court rejected the appellate 
court’s re-writing of the statute, however, and deemed it 
unconstitutional in 2015.66

Even where local politicians encourage hate crimes 
enforcement, pursuing these charges requires police 
and prosecutors to prove that a specific bias motivated 
the crime, and often, that this was the only motivation. 
ProPublica examined 981 hate crimes reported in Texas 
from 2010 to 2015, and found only eight were success-
fully prosecuted using hate crimes statutes.67 Northeast-
ern University’s study compared investigative practices 
between jurisdictions that reported zero hate crimes and 
those that reported one or more. Its survey suggested that 
agencies that did not report hate crimes may be more 
likely to look for indicators that a crime was not moti-
vated by bias during an investigation, rather than factors 
which would verify bias.68 For prosecutors, establishing a 
defendant’s mental state can sometimes prove a difficult 
challenge, placing an additional burden on what might 
otherwise be a straightforward investigation and prose-
cution of a violent crime. Because evidence of bias often 

rests on a defendant’s speech and association, important 
constitutional protections can also be implicated. The 
hate crime statute in Georgia was struck down on consti-
tutional grounds, for example, just as the aforementioned 
New Jersey statute was.69 

The fundamental hurdle toward adequately prosecut-
ing hate crimes at the state level, however, is the steep 
underreporting of hate crimes by victims and witnesses 
to law enforcement. Northeastern University’s 2000 study 
determined that the “most critical” factor inhibiting such 
reporting “appears to be the interaction between police 
and victim communities.”70 Frank Pezzella, a professor of 
criminology at John Jay College of Criminal Justice clar-
ified the problem: “The same people that these laws are 
designed to protect are the ones with the most strained 
relationships with police — blacks, LGBT people, [and] 
undocumented aliens.”71 In many cases, the communities 
targeted by hate crimes are also disproportionately victims 
of police violence and abuse, yet they are underserved as 
crime victims. Where an already stigmatized community’s 
tensions with law enforcement are high, victims of hate 
crimes have to consider the costs of subjecting themselves 
to a potentially negative police interaction.72
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A separate study by the Guardian using 2015 data found 
that 62.7 percent of unarmed people killed by police were 
non-white, though minorities make up only 38 percent 
of the population.76 

Black people were more than twice as likely as white 
people to be unarmed when killed by police. Native Amer-
icans represent just 0.9 percent of the population, but 
account for 2.2 percent of all police killings.77

Beyond police killings, these same communities are 
often subjected to humiliating and discriminatory treat-
ment by law enforcement. For example, the landmark 
stop-and-frisk case Floyd v. City of New York revealed 
that the New York City Police Department had stopped 
4.4 million people between 2004 and 2012, 83 percent of 
whom were black or Latinx.78 NYPD records showed that 
police stopped, frisked, and used force against black and 
Latinx people at much higher rates, even though stops 
of whites were significantly more likely to result in weap-
ons seizures.79 Eighty-eight percent of all stops found 
no evidence of criminality or weapons.80 Similar racial 
disparities in police stops have been found in Chicago, 
Baltimore, Philadelphia, Los Angeles, and elsewhere.81 
National data compiled by the Justice Department 
indicates that police also threaten or use force against 
people of color more than twice as often as against white 
people.82 Law enforcement also disproportionately uses 
militarized units like SWAT teams in neighborhoods with 
high populations of African Americans. These tactics 
inflame community tensions, but research suggests they 
do not reduce violent crime rates or improve officer safe-
ty.83 Black people, especially women and LGBTQ-iden-
tified, are also more highly ulnerable to sexual violence 
during police stops than their white counterparts, rang-
ing from invasive searches to “sexual extortion to rape.”84

Community concerns over the racial disparities evident 
in police violence and abuse are heightened by a lack of 
accountability. The Justice Department has jurisdiction 
over civil rights violations committed under color of law 
and other police misconduct, but it prosecutes few cases 
each year.85 Even as the FBI has warned its agents about 
white supremacists and other far-right groups infiltrat-
ing police departments, it does not appear to have taken 

significant measures to protect communities of color 
from this threat.86 A Pittsburgh Tribune-Review analysis 
of Justice Department records from 1995 to 2015 showed 
federal prosecutors declined to pursue charges against 
law enforcement officials in 96 percent of the civil rights 
cases referred to them from law enforcement agencies.87 
A federal hate crime charge levied against a New Jersey 
police chief for an on-duty assault of a black teenager 
in 2018 was the first such prosecution brought in more 
than a decade.88 

The aggressive policing these communities face does 
not keep them safe. Though the U.S. homicide rate has 
dropped significantly since its peak in 1980, so has the 
rate at which these crimes are solved or “cleared” in the 
parlance used in the UCR.89 In that deadliest year, the 
national homicide clearance rate was 72 percent.90 By 
2016, it fell to 59.4 percent, a record low, despite far 
fewer homicides to solve. The problem was consider-
ably worse in many cities. In Detroit, the 2016 clearance 
rate was less than 15 percent, while in Chicago it was 
about 26 percent, and New Orleans 28 percent.91 Though 
the national clearance rate crept up to 61.6 in 2017, over 
6,000 murders reported to the UCR remained without 
charges or arrests.92 

Homicide clearance rates differ considerably depend-
ing on the race of the victim. According to a Washing-
ton Post study of 52 of the largest U.S. cities, over 70 
percent of unsolved homicide cases have black victims.93 
The Post found 63 percent of killings of white victims 
led to an arrest, while only 47 percent of homicides with 
black victims were solved.94 The New York Daily News 
found similar results in a study of the New York Police 
Department’s 2013 homicide clearance rates.95 The NYPD 
performed significantly better than the national average, 
solving approximately 70 percent of the homicides in New 
York City. But when the figures are disaggregated by race, 
a more complex story is revealed. The clearance rate for 
homicides involving white victims was 86.2 percent, but 
dropped to 80 percent for Asian victims, 55.6 percent 
for Hispanic victims, and 45.4 percent for black victims.96 
Law enforcement officials often blame uncooperative 
witnesses for this disparity. In Houston, where homicide 

Part 5: Over-Policed and Underserved

The same communities that are often victimized by far-right violence have 
historically been subjected to high rates of police abuse, violence, and 
discrimination as well.73 In 2018, 1,166 people in the United States were killed by 

police, most of which resulted from stops for nonviolent offenses.74 A study of fatal 
interactions with police from January 2012 through February 2018 showed that black 
men were 3.2 to 3.5 times more likely than white men to be killed by police.75 Latino men 
were 1.4 to 1.7 times as likely to be killed by police than white men. 
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solve rates for Hispanic victims are lowest, police chief 
Art Acevedo cited the fear of deportation as a deterrent 
to cooperation with police investigations.97 

Non-deadly violence appears even less of a priority, 
though the effects may be felt much more broadly as 
there are significantly more casualties. The Gun Violence 
Archive documents an annual average of over 55,000 
shooting incidents resulting in roughly 14,000 fatalities, 
leaving about 41,000 non-fatal shootings each year.98 
A 2019 study of data from 22 U.S. cities found only 21 
percent of non-fatal shootings of black or Latino victims 
are solved, a rate 16 percent lower than shootings involv-
ing a white victim.99 

Sex crimes are also underenforced. According to UCR 
data, the number of reported rapes in the U.S. has risen 
steadily over the past five years, topping out at 135,755 
in 2017.100 Law enforcement agencies solve just over 
one-third of these crimes.101 Yet rape kit evidence that 
could identify sex offenders often sits on the shelves of 
police crime labs untested for months and even years. 
Estimates suggest a backlog of hundreds of thousand 
untested rape kits still remain, despite several state and 
federal efforts to address this deficiency.102 Regrettably, 
the decision to pursue investigations and charges have 
been found to deprioritize victims of color, with several 
studies showing that prosecutors are more likely to bring 
sexual assault charges when victims are white rather than 

non-white.103 For example, though Native Americans 
experience the highest rates of sexual violence and rape, 
a study from 2010 found that the U.S. Attorney’s Office 
declined to prosecute 67 percent of the sexual assault 
cases referred for prosecution by tribal law enforcement, 
the FBI, or the investigative branch of the Bureau of 
Indian Affairs.104 In Detroit, Wayne County Prosecutor 
Kym Worthy attributed police failure to test decades of 
backlogged rape kits in part to racism and rape culture, 
noting that 86 percent of the untested kits belonged to 
victims of color.105 She also noted that the police reports 
attached to many of the kits revealed officer bias against 
the victims, including writing disparaging comments 
about the victims, not believing their accounts, and 
choosing not to investigate.106

The over-policing of minority communities as suspects 
and the unequal justice they receive as crime victims 
undermines trust in law enforcement. It isn’t surprising 
then, given the disparities noted above, that violent hate 
crimes are 18 percent less likely to result in arrests than 
non-bias violent crimes.107 Only 4 percent of hate crimes 
result in arrest, according the victim surveys analyzed 
by the Justice Department. Without wholesale reform 
of police practices, particularly as they affect minority 
communities, it is unlikely that a federal hate crimes web 
portal will significantly improve hate crimes reporting or 
enforcement.
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Part 6: A Fatally Flawed Approach

The initiatives the Justice Department has proposed to enhance prosecutions 
of far-right terrorism and improve the enforcement of hate crimes laws do not 
include more fundamental reforms of law enforcement practices that undermine 

police-community relations. The Brennan Center’s first paper in this series warned 
about the potentially harmful consequences of Justice Department officials’ proposals 
to seek an expanded domestic terrorism law. Here we caution that while expanding 
resources and training to improve state and local enforcement of hate crimes laws could 
be an important part of a larger police reform effort, without a more comprehensive 
approach to improving relations with marginalized communities, increased hate crimes 
enforcement could heighten tensions rather than reduce them. 

Hate crime laws are intended to serve as a deterrent 
to bias-motivated violence, an official condemnation 
of prejudice, and an expression of public support for 
targeted communities. But most hate crimes statutes 
work by expanding criminal liabilities and/or increasing 
existing penalties for otherwise prosecutable offenses 
when evidence of a biased motivation can be demon-
strated. This penal approach to hate crimes conflicts 
with research, corroborated by the Justice Department’s 
National Institute of Justice, that demonstrates that even 
draconian penalties have not proven effective deter-
rents to crime.108 The number of bias offenses reported 
in victim surveys is remarkably consistent over decades 
and arguably even increasing in recent years, despite the 
enactment of new hate crimes laws.109 

For the most egregious cases involving violent crimes 
like murder, aggravated assault, and rape, the hate 
crime enhancement may not significantly increase the 
sentences imposed.110 The racist, anti-Semitic, and xeno-
phobic pre-meditated murders committed by Dylann 
Roof, Robert Bowers, and Adam Purinton all occurred in 
death penalty states: South Carolina, Pennsylvania, and 
Kansas, respectively. In less serious cases involving prop-
erty crimes, responsible prosecutors may determine a 
minor act of vandalism does not justify the increased 
punishments contemplated in the statutory scheme or 
serve long-term security benefits. Prisons are often sites 
of extreme racial violence and segregation, and “can be 
‘hotbeds’ for prejudice” and recruitment by white suprem-
acist gangs.111 

Increasing hate crimes enforcement while continuing 
to rely on the traditional approach of increasing punish-
ments for perpetrators may also do more harm than 
good by reinforcing and deepening existing pathologies 
in the criminal justice system. An effort to more rigor-
ously enforce hate crimes laws could aggravate the mass 
incarceration problem and, perhaps surprisingly, rein-
force existing racial disparities in criminal prosecutions. 

Preventing racist violence against white people was not 
the stated motivation for enacting hate crimes laws, but 
anti-white bias cases represented more than one-fifth 
of the hate crimes that law enforcement reported under 
the “racial/ethnic/ancestry bias” category over the last five 
years.112 In 2017, 17.5 percent of the 4,832 offenses that 
law enforcement agencies documented as motivated by 
racial/ethnic/ancestry bias involved anti-white bias.113 That 
figure was higher than the percentage of reported hate 
crimes based on anti-Hispanic/Latino, anti-Asian, anti-Pa-
cific Islander, and anti-Arab bias combined (17 percent).114 
Though African Americans make up only about 13.4 
percent of the U.S. population, law enforcement agen-
cies identified them as offenders in 21.3 percent of the 
hate crimes they reported to the UCR in 2017.115 While 
there is no doubt that black people can and do commit 
racist attacks against white people, it is ironic that the 
pronounced racial disparities seen in criminal prosecu-
tions generally would also be reflected in the enforcement 
of laws specifically designed to protect minority groups.

The prevalence of young offenders and mentally ill 
people among the population committing hate crimes 
also suggests that penalty enhancements for hate-crime 
offenses are not necessarily an appropriate response. 
Although scholarly research on the subject is sparse, 
studies have estimated that one in four prosecuted hate 
crimes are committed by minors (those under 18 years of 
age).116 While the UCR only began collecting offender-age 
data in 2013, law enforcement reporting since then iden-
tifies approximately 20 percent of hate crime offenders 
as minors.117 Most states deal with minor offenders in one 
of two ways — by trying them as juveniles and increasing 
their sentences, or by trying them as adults and increas-
ing their sentences.118

There is also some evidence that a significant number 
of those charged with hate crimes offenses show evidence 
of mental illness.119 In the days following the 2018 Pitts-
burgh synagogue shooting, the inside of a Brooklyn 
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synagogue was vandalized with hateful and threaten-
ing graffiti.120 The offender, James Polite, was appre-
hended after setting a fire in the coat room of another 
synagogue.121 Polite, an LGBTQ black man in his mid-20s, 
had a documented history of abuse and neglect as a child 
and spent years in the foster-care system.122 He eventually 
found a stable home with a Jewish foster family, served an 
internship at New York City Hall working on hate crime 
and domestic violence reduction, and graduated from 
Brandeis University.123 He was also reportedly diagnosed 
with bipolar disorder while going through drug abuse 
rehabilitation, and received medication.124 Leading up to 
the vandalism, Polite had apparently been experiencing 
delusions, telling people he believed the FBI, CIA, and 
Department of Homeland Security had taken over the 

homeless shelter was living in.125 He was also posting 
anti-black messages under an online alter-ego.126 Upon 
his arrest, Polite was transported to Woodhull hospital 
for an extended psychiatric evaluation.127 He was charged 
with criminal mischief, arson, and reckless endangerment 
as hate crimes.128 

There is no doubt the crimes committed by juvenile 
offenders and those suffering from mental illness like 
Polite can be as serious and harmful as those perpetrated 
by rational adults. But increased prison sentences through 
hate crime enhancements may not be the most effective 
method to serve the interests of justice, nor to remedy 
the injury inflicted on the victimized communities and 
restore social harmony. 
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But it is clear that the Justice Department’s current strat-
egies have failed. New solutions must be sought, not a 
reinvestment in policies that have proven ineffective over 
decades. A new approach requires a re-examination of 
the menace that far-right terrorism presents to our soci-
ety, which is different from other violent threats in three 
important ways: 

1. Understanding Far-Right 
Terrorism as Organized 
Criminal Behavior
First, like other types of terrorism, far-right violence is a 
form of organized criminal behavior. A law enforcement 
response to incidents of far-right violence that treats each 
crime independently will fail to disrupt the threat posed 
by the other members of the organization or movement 
acting in concert. Effectively tackling organized crime 
requires law enforcement to have a sufficient intelligence 
base to understand a group’s criminal activities and deter-
mine where its vulnerabilities lie, combined with the 
persistence to ensure the organization is disabled and 
dismantled.

The first step toward establishing sound policy is 
collecting accurate data about the nature and scope of 
far-right violence, as we argued in our first report. The 
Justice Department should stop relying entirely on volun-
tary reporting of hate crimes data from state and local 
law enforcement to fulfill its obligations under the Hate 
Crimes Statistics Act. The FBI can and should conduct its 
own investigation of this problem. Rather than spending 
its counterterrorism intelligence resources monitoring 
protest groups, the FBI should fully account for racist, 

xenophobic, anti-Semitic, Islamophobic, homophobic, 
and misogynistic violence that plagues our society. It is 
remarkable, given the FBI’s post-9/11 reorganization into 
a counterterrorism-focused domestic intelligence agency, 
that it hasn’t already done so. When an act of far-right 
violence occurs, instead of making arbitrary case-by-
case distinctions between domestic terrorism and hate 
crimes that obscure the nature of this violence, the FBI 
should use the statutory definition of domestic terrorism 

— violence that is dangerous to human life and intended 
to intimidate or coerce a civilian population — to properly 
triage these cases. 

The FBI and Justice Department should allocate domes-
tic terrorism resources based on an objective assessment 
of the threat to human life posed by particular groups, 
with fewer resources devoted to groups that engage in 
property crimes rather than violence harming people. 
The FBI should treat all hate crime cases where deadly 
violence is involved among its top investigative priorities, 
rather than deferring these investigations and prosecu-
tions to state and local law enforcement. How and where a 
particular case is ultimately prosecuted would still depend 
on the individual facts and circumstances, but by evaluat-
ing each case, the FBI would develop a deeper intelligence 
base to understand how violent far-right groups operate 
in particular jurisdictions, across the nation, and around 
the world. Rather than tracking so-called “hate groups” 
and the ideologies they promote, the FBI should focus 
on serious crimes as the predicate for investigations and 
intelligence gathering regarding violent far-right groups. 

Many individuals involved with white supremacists 
and other far-right groups routinely engage in violence 
and other criminal activities not intended to further the 
activities of the group. The FBI should work closely with 

Part 7: Recommendations 

Forging a New Approach to  
Policing Far-Right Violence

Terrorism and hate crimes represent just a tiny fraction of the violent crime this 
country faces every year, which must be kept in perspective when determining 
how law enforcement resources should be distributed to maximize Americans’ 

security. Yet it is important that the federal government treat far-right violence with the 
seriousness it deserves, given the potential for mass casualty events, which was realized 
in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; Oak Creek, Wisconsin; Charleston, South Carolina; 
Colorado Springs, Colorado; Charlottesville, Virginia; and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, to 
name just a few. Near-misses by far-right militants who planned chemical, biological, and 
radiological attacks underscore the serious threat these groups pose to our society.129 
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state and local authorities investigating these crimes for 
intelligence gathering purposes and to properly scope the 
threat presented by the particular groups. This way, the 
FBI field offices can capture a more fulsome picture of 
the criminal activities of violent far-right groups within 
their territories.

Where the suspected perpetrator of a hate crime that 
cannot be properly considered dangerous to human life 
is associated with a white supremacist group or other 
far-right organization whose members have previously 
engaged in deadly violence, the incident should be inves-
tigated as domestic terrorism, as is contemplated in the 
FBI’s Civil Rights Policy Implementation Guide. 

Where a serious hate crime not involving deadly 
violence is committed by someone not associated with a 
violent far-right group, but within a state that either has 
no hate crime laws or routinely fails to investigate and 
prosecute them, the Justice Department should consider 
federal prosecution. Successful federal prosecutions in 
these regions could provide necessary 
support for the targeted communities 
and encourage state and local authorities 
to pass legislation to address bias crimes.

Finally, the Justice Department needs 
to better understand the criminal ecosys-
tems in which violent far-right groups 
operate. Terrorists exploit criminal 
networks to raise funds, obtain weap-
ons, false identification documents, and 
other instrumentalities to support their 
terrorist activities. The federal govern-
ment should provide assistance and 
resources to state and local law enforcement to address 
violent crime, organized crime, and illegal weapons traf-
ficking. In short, the Justice Department should treat 
far-right violence as an organized crime problem, which 
has proven a successful model in federal prosecutions of 
white supremacist gang activity that has spilled outside 
of prisons and into American communities, but is rarely 
called “terrorism.” The Justice Department has recently 
prosecuted hundreds of members of the Aryan Brother-
hood, the Aryan Circle, and the New Aryan Empire with 
little fanfare, using statutes Congress passed to police 
organized crime.130 It should simply prioritize the inves-
tigation and prosecution of these crimes as it does other 
terrorism cases.

 

2. Addressing the 
Communal Injuries From 
Far-Right Violence
Second, far-right terrorism and hate crimes victimize 
entire communities. Such crimes harm the larger soci-
ety by creating heightened inter-community tensions, 
increased risk of civil disorder, psychological distress, and 

feelings of insecurity.131 Taking action to address these 
communal injuries and promote a tolerant and inclusive 
society are essential elements of a strategy to counter 
far-right violence. A purely penal approach to hate crimes 
and domestic terrorism does little to assuage the fear, 
anger, and social division that these crimes create. 

Far-right violence is particularly pernicious because it 
often targets the most vulnerable in our society.132 These 
crimes create in terrorem impacts that produce feelings 
of increased isolation, vulnerability, and psychological 
stress in members of the targeted community living far 
from where the attack took place.133 These broad harms 
have been shown to have long-lasting traumatizing 
effects, especially where the victims already lack politi-
cal, economic, or social standing.134 

For all of the evidence of grave community harms, 
only a few states attempt to address communal injuries 
of hate crimes in their statutes.135 For instance, the Illi-
nois Commission on Discrimination and Hate Crimes 

Act established a commission “[t]o work 
in partnership with community lead-
ers, educators, religious leaders, social 
service agencies, elected officials, and the 
public to identify and uproot sources of 
discrimination and bias at the source.”136 
The commission is additionally tasked 
with enlisting law enforcement agen-
cies, educators, and community leaders 
with training and educating the public on 
issues of discrimination and hate, teach-
ing acceptance, and making the state’s 
hate crime protections broadly known.137 

Unfortunately, the governor of Illinois has failed to 
appoint members to the commission, with all 21 seats 
remaining vacant for nearly two years.138 The commis-
sion’s mandate, however, is a worthwhile example of how 
hate crimes legislation can be more responsive to the full 
spectrum of harms created by such attacks.

Similar proposals were recently made by the New York 
City Commission on Human Rights in a report exam-
ining the rise of hate crimes surrounding the last pres-
idential election.139 The commission found that police 
interventions were stymied by underreporting, with only 
18.4 percent of victims of physical assault reporting to 
the police.140 The commission recommended alternative 
means to preventing hate crimes, including developing 
educational tools for vulnerable communities, holding 
bystander-intervention trainings, and engaging in proac-
tive outreach.141 

Mounting evidence suggests that both victims and 
communities harmed by hate crimes prefer alternative 
approaches to incarceration for hate crime offenders.142 
Some members of communities most often affected by 
hate crimes are critical of enhanced penalties, recogniz-
ing that hate crime prosecutions often target the lowest 
hanging fruit — with convictions often skewed against 
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crime problem.
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people of color, youth offenders, the mentally ill, and 
poor people.143 Instead, research suggests that victims 
overwhelmingly prefer educational programs and restor-
ative approaches to challenging underlying prejudice and 
preventing similar attacks.144 

A restorative approach to justice focuses on account-
ability for healing the harm done to victims and commu-
nities as a result of criminal acts. It involves the victim, 
the offender, and the community in search for solutions 
which promote repair, reconciliation, and reassurance.145 
Restorative justice is a different model than rehabilita-
tive justice, which primarily focuses on offender.146 A 
comprehensive restorative response to crime engages 
the community as a resource for reconciliation of victims 
and offenders, and as a resource for monitoring standards 
of behavior. Restorative justice is a community-building 
response to a crime that facilitates healing and strength-
ens social cohesion.147 

There are many different restorative justice approaches, 
from victim-offender mediations, to family and commu-
nity counseling, to truth and reconciliation commissions. 
In the United Kingdom, the University of Sussex used 
studies, experiments, and interviews with more than 
1,000 Muslim and 2,000 LGBTQ people in the United 
Kingdom to investigate the indirect effects of hate 
crimes.148 They found that the most common individual 
response to a hate crime within their community was 
anger, anxiety, and feelings of vulnerability. Sixty-one 
percent of the Muslim and LGBTQ people who took part 
in the study said that they preferred restorative justice — 
in which victims meet or communicate with the perpe-
trators in order to explain the impact of their crime and 
agree a form of reparation — instead of enhanced prison 
sentences.149 The participants in the study believed that 
restorative justice was better able to address the harm 
caused by hate and prejudice. 

Congress should study restorative justice approaches 
and develop a plan to fund and implement these methods 
when acts of far-right terrorism and hate crimes occur. 
Providing alternative restorative approaches for some 
offenses and offenders may significantly reduce the costs 
of pretrial detention, trial, and incarceration. One study 
on the economic benefits of restorative approaches in 
the UK estimated that a recommended pre-court restor-
ative justice program would pay for itself within the first 
year and would save the government one billion pounds 
over 10 years.150

3. Reforming Police 
Practices to Restore 
Community Trust
Minority communities are disproportionately victims of 
many kinds of violence, including at the hands of law 
enforcement, and are often denied equal protection when 
they seek justice. A comprehensive strategy to protect 
these communities from far-right terrorism and hate 
crimes must include measures to address these dispari-
ties and to reform police practices. 

The Justice Department has an important role in hold-
ing law enforcement officials accountable for civil rights 
violations, but these cases are rarely prosecuted. Recent 
evidence of police cooperation with and assistance to 
far-right groups involved in violent protests in Sacra-
mento, California, and Portland, Oregon, should be fully 
investigated. Congress should also investigate what role 
the FBI played in providing or failing to provide intelli-
gence to state and local police agencies regarding the 
violent far-right riots that took place across the coun-
try beginning in 2016. Many of the groups and individ-
uals participating in violence during the Charlottesville 

“Unite the Right” rally had previously engaged in violence 
at rallies in Huntington Beach, San Bernardino, Sacra-
mento, and Berkeley, California. Others that partici-
pated in violence in Charlottesville were later involved 
in violence at far-right events in Florida and Tennessee. 
What intelligence was the FBI providing to state and 
local law enforcement officials through the FBI’s Joint 
Terrorism Task Force or other federal intelligence sharing 
systems? Why were so few federal arrests made? Building 
trust in victimized communities requires accountability 
from law enforcement.

Finally, law enforcement can begin restoring relation-
ships with disenfranchised communities by ending polic-
ing tactics that antagonize residents, like discriminatory 
stops and unaccountable police violence, and instead 
devoting  resources to solving violent crime. Solving 
serious crimes that plague underserved neighborhoods 
can help restore public confidence in police, making law 
enforcement more effective over time. 
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Conclusion

We must reconceive the notion of national security to encompass the security 
of all American communities. Too often throughout history, the government 
sacrificed the security of some Americans, particularly those that were 

politically, socially, or economically marginalized, in the name of protecting a narrow 
view of the nation’s security. Today, many of these same communities experience 
persistent violence, yet these crimes are too often left unaddressed by the federal, state, 
and local law enforcement officials sworn to protect them. The Justice Department’s 
failure to prioritize far-right terrorism, hate crimes, and police violence affecting these 
communities undermines the rule of law and social cohesion, which ultimately weakens 
the nation’s security. Rethinking this problem requires that we reorient our security 
efforts and resources to value all people living in the United States, and protect them 
from all forms of violence. 

The first step requires the collection of accurate national information regarding far-
right violence, so that the Justice Department can better understand and address the 
organized nature of this crime problem. Second, simply imposing higher sentences for 
crimes is not enough. Congress should explore restorative justice approaches to redress 
the communal injuries inflicted by far-right terrorism and hate crimes, and develop a 
plan to fund and implement these methods whenever such violence occurs. Finally, any 
comprehensive strategy to protect vulnerable communities from far-right terrorism and 
hate crimes must be part of a broader effort to reform police practices affecting these 
communities. 
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Appendix I 

Referrals to the Department of Justice for domestic terrorism and hate crime 
prosecutions: Received, Declined, Prosecutions Filed, and Convictions

Year Program Category Referrals Received Referrals Declined Prosecutions 
Filed Convictions

FY 2018

Domestic Terrorism
(4 Categories)

402 1,083 110 89

Hate Crimes
(2 categories)

51 88 14 12

FY 2017

Domestic Terrorism
(4 Categories)

262 875 117 101

Hate Crimes
(2 categories)

28 79 11 15

FY 2016

Domestic Terrorism
(4 Categories)

264 885 153 106

Hate Crimes
(2 categories)

53 90 24 18

FY 2015

Domestic Terrorism
(2 Categories)

377 781 140 151

Hate Crimes
(2 categories)

27 64 12 21

FY 2014

Domestic Terrorism
(4 Categories)

348 1,059 151 157

Hate Crimes
(2 categories)

32 88 20
17

FY 2013

Domestic Terrorism
(4 Categories)

412 958 190 179

Hate Crimes
(2 categories)

36
117 23 20

This data is derived from TRAC. See infra, note 31.
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Appendix II

State, territories, and Washington, DC, statutes regarding hate crimes, including acts 
commonly understood as hate crimes.

Statute Summary Type Protected Categories

Alabama

Ala. Code § 13A-5-13
“Crimes Motivated by Victim’s 
Race, Color, Religion, National 
Origin, Ethnicity, or Physical or 

Mental Disability”

Penalty enhancements for crimes found 
to have been motivated by the victim’s 
actual or perceived race, color, religion, 
national origin, ethnicity, or physical or 
mental disability.

Penalty Enhancement
Race, color, religion, na-
tional origin, disability, 

ethnicity

Ala. Code § 13A-6-28
“Cross or American Flag Burning”

Makes it a felony to burn a cross with 
the intent to intimidate another person 
on the property of another, highway, or 
public place.

Independent Offense Other

Alaska

Alaska Stat. § 12.55.155
“Factors in Aggravation and 

Mitigation”

Penalty enhancements when the under-
lying crime was found to be knowingly 
directed because of the victim’s race, 
sex, color, creed, physical or mental 
disability, ancestry, or national origin.

Penalty Enhancement
Race, color, national 
origin, disability, sex, 

creed, ancestry

Arizona

Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 13-701(D)
(15)

“Sentence of Imprisonment for 
Felony; Presentence Report; Ag-

gravating and Mitigating Factors; 
Consecutive Terms of Imprison-

ment; Definition”

Penalty enhancement when the crime 
was committed with malice toward a 
victim because of their real or perceived 
race, color, religion, national origin, gen-
der, sexual orientation, or disability.

Penalty Enhancement

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, gender, 
sexual orientation, or 

disability

Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 13-
1604(A)(1)

“Aggravated Criminal Damage”

Felony penalty enhancement for crim-
inal damage to property, including de-
facement, when the building, structure, 
personal property or place is used for 
worship or any other religious purpose, 
including burial facilities.

Penalty Enhancement Religion

Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 13-1707
“Unlawful Cross Burning”

Makes it a misdemeanor to burn a cross 
on the property of another, highway, or 
other public place with the intent to 
intimidate another.

Independent Offense Other

Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 13-1708
“Unlawful Symbol Burning”

Makes it a misdemeanor to burn any 
symbol on the property of another, 
highway, or other public place with the 
intent to intimidate another.

Independent Offense Other

Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 41-
1750(A)(3)

“Central State Repository; 
Department of Public Safety; 

Duties; Funds; Accounts; Defini-
tions.”

Requires the creation of a central state 
repository is responsible for collecting, 
storing and disseminating complete 
and accurate Arizona criminal history 
and records, including hate crime data. 

Data Collection

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, gender, 

sexual orientation, 
disability

Arkansas – No Criminal “Hate Crime” Statute

Ark. Code Ann. § 5-71-215(b)
(1)(B)

“Defacing Objects of Public 
Respect”

Felony penalty enhancement for defil-
ing, desecrating, marring, or otherwise 
damaging any place of worship, ceme-
tery, or burial monument.

Penalty Enhancement Religion

http://alisondb.legislature.state.al.us/alison/codeofalabama/1975/coatoc.htm
http://alisondb.legislature.state.al.us/alison/codeofalabama/1975/coatoc.htm
http://www.akleg.gov/basis/statutes.asp
https://www.azleg.gov/ars/13/00701.htm
https://www.azleg.gov/ars/13/00701.htm
https://www.azleg.gov/viewdocument/?docName=https://www.azleg.gov/ars/13/01604.htm
https://www.azleg.gov/viewdocument/?docName=https://www.azleg.gov/ars/13/01604.htm
https://www.azleg.gov/viewdocument/?docName=https://www.azleg.gov/ars/13/01707.htm
https://www.azleg.gov/viewdocument/?docName=https://www.azleg.gov/ars/13/01708.htm
https://www.azleg.gov/ars/41/01750.htm
https://www.azleg.gov/ars/41/01750.htm
https://advance.lexis.com/documentpage/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=165c22ad-734b-40d9-9cfe-75a1ec6f0738&nodeid=AAFAAHAAMAADAAQ&nodepath=%2FROOT%2FAAF%2FAAFAAH%2FAAFAAHAAM%2FAAFAAHAAMAAD%2FAAFAAHAAMAADAAQ&level=5&haschildren=&populated=false&title=5-71-215.+Defacing+objects+of+public+respect.&config=00JAA2ZjZiM2VhNS0wNTVlLTQ3NzUtYjQzYy0yYWZmODJiODRmMDYKAFBvZENhdGFsb2fXiYCnsel0plIgqpYkw9PK&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fstatutes-legislation%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A4WPT-0110-R03M-D14H-00008-00&ecomp=-_57kkk&prid=11fd990f-101b-4a2b-8c11-5342a6085d2b
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Statute Summary Type Protected Categories

California

Cal. Penal Code tit. 11.6  
[§§ 422.55 – 422.57]

“Civil Rights”

Makes it a misdemeanor to injure, in-
timidate, or interfere with the rights and 
privileges of another in whole or part 
because of the actual or perceived race, 
color, religion, national origin, ethnicity, 
gender, sexual orientation, or disabil-
ity of the victim, including damage to 
property. Includes mandatory com-
munity service. Provides that commis-
sion of a hate crime is an aggravating 
factor for underlying crimes, where 
the crime included the present ability 
to commit a violent injury or did cause 
physical injury, the property crime 
caused damage in excess of $950, or 
the offender was previously convicted 
of a hate crime. Additionally, provides 
a penalty enhancement for someone 
who commits or attempts to commit a 
felony motivated by bias.

Independent Offense 
+ 

Penalty Enhancement 

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, gender, 
sexual orientation, gen-
der identity, disability. 
ethnicity, association 

with a person or group 
with one or more of 
these actual or per-

ceived characteristics

Cal. Penal Code § 11411
“Terrorizing”

Makes it a misdemeanor to hang a 
noose; display a sign, mark, symbol, 
emblem or other physical impression 
including but not limited to a Nazi swas-
tika; or burn or desecrate a cross or 
religious symbol with reckless disregard 
of the risk of terrorizing the owner or 
occupant of private, religious, or public 
property.

Independent Offense Religion, other

Cal. Penal Code § 11412
“Terrorizing”

Makes it a felony to cause or attempt to 
cause another to refrain from exercising 
their religion or engaging in a religious 
service by means of a threat of unlawful 
injury.

Independent Offense Religion

Cal. Penal Code § 13023
“Department of Justice - Duties of 

Public Agencies and Officers”

Requires statewide collection of hate 
crime data.

Data Collection

Cal. Penal Code § 13519.6
“Commission on Peace Officer 

Standards & Training -  
Field Services and Standards for 

Recruitment & Training”

Requires the development of guide-
lines and law enforcement training on 
responding to hate crimes, providing 
victim services, and gathering and 
reporting accurate data.

Training

Colorado

Colo. Rev. Stat. § 18-9-113 (1)(b)
“Desecration of Venerated 

Objects”

Higher-class misdemeanor penalty en-
hancement for desecrating venerated 
objects, including places of worship or 
burial grounds.

Penalty Enhancement Religion, other

http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displayexpandedbranch.xhtml?lawCode=PEN&division=&title=11.6.&part=1.&chapter=2.&article=&goUp=Y
http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displayexpandedbranch.xhtml?lawCode=PEN&division=&title=11.6.&part=1.&chapter=2.&article=&goUp=Y
http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displayText.xhtml?lawCode=PEN&division=&title=1.&part=4.&chapter=3.&article=4.5.
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displaySection.xhtml?lawCode=PEN&sectionNum=11412.
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displaySection.xhtml?lawCode=PEN&sectionNum=13023.
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displaySection.xhtml?sectionNum=13519.6.&lawCode=PEN
https://advance.lexis.com/documentpage/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=6a69c5a3-5b6c-4c33-af4c-44302d4132b6&nodeid=AASAASAABAAO&nodepath=%2FROOT%2FAAS%2FAASAAS%2FAASAASAAB%2FAASAASAABAAO&level=4&haschildren=&populated=false&title=18-9-113.+Desecration+of+venerated+objects&config=014FJAAyNGJkY2Y4Zi1mNjgyLTRkN2YtYmE4OS03NTYzNzYzOTg0OGEKAFBvZENhdGFsb2d592qv2Kywlf8caKqYROP5&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fstatutes-legislation%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A5TYF-BKM0-004D-14T4-00008-00&ecomp=k3579kk&prid=c13fe9f9-26f5-4b82-ad8f-6170f6441290
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Statute Summary Type Protected Categories

Colo. Rev. Stat. § 18-9-121
“Bias-Motivated Crimes”

Makes it a crime if, with the intent to 
intimidate or harass another person 
because of that person’s actual or 
perceived race, color, religion, ances-
try, national origin, physical or mental 
disability, or sexual orientation, they 
cause bodily injury to another person, 
or destroys or damages the property of 
another person.

* Court is directed to consider alterna-
tives for first-time offenders, including 
community service to benefit public & 
victim’s community; restorative justice 
alternative dispute resolution program.

Penalty Enhancement
*

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, sexual 
orientation, disability, 

ancestry

Connecticut

Conn. Gen. Stat. § 7-294n 
“State and Local Police Training 
Programs to Provide Training on 
Crimes Motivated by Bigotry or 

Bias”

Requires law enforcement agencies to 
review and establish training relative to 
crimes motivated by bigotry or bias.

Training

Conn. Gen. Stat. § 29-7m
“Record and Classification of 

Crimes Motivated by Bigotry or 
Bias”

Requires police, resident state troopers 
or constables to monitor, record, and 
classify all crimes committed based on 
bigotry or bias.

Data Collection

Conn. Gen. Stat. § 46a-58 
“Deprivation of Rights. Desecra-
tion of Property. Placing of burn-
ing cross or noose on property.”

Makes it either a misdemeanor or 
felony to deprive another of rights, 
privileges, or immunities because of 
religion, national origin, alienage, color, 
race, sex, gender identity or expression, 
sexual orientation, blindness or physical 
disability. Includes burning a cross 
or placing a noose on the property of 
another, or on public property with the 
intent to intimidate or harass another.

Independent Offense

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, sexual 

orientation, gender 
identity, disability, sex, 

alienage, other

Conn. Gen. Stat. § 53-37a
“Deprivation of a Person’s Civil 

Rights by Wearing a Mask or 
Hood”

Felony penalty enhancement for depriv-
ing another of rights, § 46a-58, while 
wearing a mask, hood or other device 
designed to conceal the identity.

Penalty Enhancement Other

Conn. Gen. Stat. §§ 53a-181j – 
53a-181j

“Intimidation Based on Bigotry”

Makes it a misdemeanor or felony to 
intimidate based on bigotry or bias of 
real or perceived race, religion, ethnicity, 
disability, sexual orientation or gender 
identity or expression, with first, second, 
or third-degree penalties.

Independent Offense

Race, religion, sexual 
orientation, gender 
identity, disability, 

ethnicity

Delaware

Del. Code Ann. tit. 11, § 1304
“Hate Crimes”

Felony and misdemeanor penalty en-
hancements when victims are selected 
because of their race, religion, color, 
disability, sexual orientation, gender 
identity, national origin or ancestry.

Penalty Enhancement

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, sexual 

orientation, gender 
identity, disability, 

ancestry

Del. Code Ann. tit. 11, § 805
“Cross or Religious Symbol 

Burning”

Makes it a misdemeanor to burn a cross 
or other religious symbol on public or 
private property without express writ-
ten consent.

Independent Offense Other

https://advance.lexis.com/documentpage/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=298c1ddc-65e2-4f33-b45f-5e39fa1cd11f&nodeid=AASAASAABAAY&nodepath=%2FROOT%2FAAS%2FAASAAS%2FAASAASAAB%2FAASAASAABAAY&level=4&haschildren=&populated=false&title=18-9-121.+Bias-motivated+crimes&config=014FJAAyNGJkY2Y4Zi1mNjgyLTRkN2YtYmE4OS03NTYzNzYzOTg0OGEKAFBvZENhdGFsb2d592qv2Kywlf8caKqYROP5&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fstatutes-legislation%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A5TYF-BKM0-004D-14TG-00008-00&ecomp=-_579kk&prid=7b4f68fb-b2db-41f1-aeb5-9b713305b447
https://www.cga.ct.gov/current/pub/chap_104.htm#sec_7-294n
https://www.cga.ct.gov/current/pub/chap_529.htm#sec_29-7m
https://www.cga.ct.gov/current/pub/chap_814c.htm#sec_46a-58
https://www.cga.ct.gov/current/pub/chap_939.htm#sec_53-37a
https://www.cga.ct.gov/current/pub/chap_952.htm#sec_53a-181j
https://www.cga.ct.gov/current/pub/chap_952.htm#sec_53a-181j
http://www.delcode.delaware.gov/title11/c005/sc07/index.shtml
http://delcode.delaware.gov/title11/c005/sc03/index.shtml
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Statute Summary Type Protected Categories

Washington, D.C.

D.C. Code § 22-3312.02
“Defacing or Burning Cross or 

Religious Symbol; Display of 
Certain Emblems”

Makes it a misdemeanor to burn, des-
ecrate, mar, or deface a cross or other 
religious symbol or display hateful 
emblems such as a Nazi swastika or 
noose on the private premises or prop-
erty in D.C. primarily used for religious, 
educational, residential, memorial, 
charitable, or cemetery purposes, or 
for assembly of persons of a particu-
lar race, color, creed, religion, or any 
category listed in 2-1401-.01 (national 
origin, sex, age, marital status, personal 
appearance, sexual orientation, gender 
identity or expression, familial status, 
family responsibility, matriculation, 
political affiliation, genetic information, 
disability, source of income, status as a 
victim of an intrafamily offense, place of 
residence or business), with the intent 
to injure, intimidate, or threaten said 
persons or groups.

Independent Offense

Race, color, creed, 
religion, national origin, 
sex, age, marital status, 
personal appearance, 

sexual orientation, 
gender identity or ex-

pression, familial status, 
family responsibility, 
matriculation, politi-

cal affiliation, genetic 
information, disability, 

source of income, 
status as a victim of 

an intrafamily offense, 
place of residence or 

business

D.C. Code ch. 37  
[§§ 22-3701 – 22-3704]

“Bias-Related Crime”

Penalty enhancements for those found 
guilty of committing ‘bias-related 
crimes,’ defined as crimes based on a 
victim’s actual and perceived race, color, 
religion, national origin, sex, age, marital 
status, personal appearance, sexual ori-
entation, gender identity or expression, 
family responsibility, homelessness, 
physical disability, matriculation, or 
political affiliation. Additionally, requires 
the Mayor to collect and compile data 
on the incidence of bias-related crimes.

Penalty Enhancement 
+ 

Data Collection

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, sexual 

orientation, gender 
identity, disability, sex, 

age, marital status, 
personal appearance, 

family responsibil-
ity, homelessness, 

matriculation, political 
affiliation

Florida

Fla. Stat. Ann. § 775.085
“Evidencing Prejudice While Com-
mitting Offense; Reclassification”

Felony and misdemeanor penalty 
enhancements for any crime when 
it evidences prejudice based on race, 
color, ancestry, ethnicity, religion, sexual 
orientation, national origin, homeless 
status, or age.

Penalty Enhancement

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, sexual 
orientation, disability, 

ancestry, ethnicity,
homeless status, age

Fla. Stat. Ann. § 806.13 (2)
“Arson and Criminal Mischief; 

Penalties”

Makes it a felony to deface, injure, or 
damage a church, synagogue, mosque, 
or other place of worship or religious 
article contained within.

Independent Offense Religion, other

Fla. Stat. Ann. [§§  876.17, 
876.18] 

“Placing Burning or Flaming 
Cross”

Makes it a misdemeanor to place a 
burning cross on public property or the 
property of another without express 
written consent.

Independent Offense Other

Fla. Stat. Ann. § 877.19
“Hate Crimes Reporting Act”

The Governor, in collaboration with the 
Florida Department of Law Enforce-
ment must collect and disseminate 
data on criminal acts which evidence 
prejudice based on race, religion, eth-
nicity, color, ancestry, sexual orientation, 
or national origin.

Data Collection

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, sexual 
orientation, ethnicity, 

ancestry

Georgia –  No Criminal “Hate Crime” Statute

Ga. Code Ann. § 16-7-26
“Vandalism to a Place of Worship”

Makes it a felony to maliciously deface 
or desecrate a place of public religious 
worship.

Independent Offense Religion

https://code.dccouncil.us/dc/council/code/sections/22-3312.02.html
https://code.dccouncil.us/dc/council/code/titles/22/chapters/37/
https://code.dccouncil.us/dc/council/code/titles/22/chapters/37/
http://www.leg.state.fl.us/Statutes/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_Statute&Search_String=&URL=0700-0799/0775/Sections/0775.085.html
http://www.leg.state.fl.us/statutes/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_Statute&URL=0800-0899/0806/Sections/0806.13.html
http://www.leg.state.fl.us/Statutes/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_Statute&URL=0800-0899/0876/0876.html
http://www.leg.state.fl.us/Statutes/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_Statute&URL=0800-0899/0876/0876.html
http://www.leg.state.fl.us/Statutes/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_Statute&URL=0800-0899/0877/Sections/0877.19.html
https://advance.lexis.com/documentpage/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=a384fb86-efcf-4e96-ad02-91fe5908d468&nodeid=AAQAAIAADAACAAI&nodepath=%2FROOT%2FAAQ%2FAAQAAI%2FAAQAAIAAD%2FAAQAAIAADAAC%2FAAQAAIAADAACAAI&level=5&haschildren=&populated=false&title=%C2%A7+16-7-26.+Vandalism+to+a+place+of+worship&config=00JAA1MDBlYzczZi1lYjFlLTQxMTgtYWE3OS02YTgyOGM2NWJlMDYKAFBvZENhdGFsb2feed0oM9qoQOMCSJFX5qkd&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fstatutes-legislation%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A5VTJ-6BD0-004D-84XX-00008-00&ecomp=k3v8kkk&prid=8edc4c43-cc37-4312-9dab-e0639c4c8bfb
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Statute Summary Type Protected Categories

Ga. Code Ann. § 16-11-37
“Terroristic Threats and Acts”

Makes it a misdemeanor or felony to 
burn or damage the property of another 
or place a flaming cross or other burn-
ing symbol or flambeau with the intent 
to terrorize.

Independent Offense Other

Ga. Code Ann. § 17-10-17
“Sentencing of Defendants Guilty 
of Crimes Involving Bias or Preju-

dice; Circumstances; Parole”

Penalty enhancement for defendants 
who intentionally selected any victim 
or property as the object of offense 
because of bias or prejudice

Penalty Enhancement
Held unconstitutionally 
vague in Botts v. State, 

278 Ga. 538 (2004).

Hawaii

Haw. Rev. Stat. § 706-662
“Criteria for Extended Terms of 

Imprisonment”

Penalty enhancement when the offend-
er is convicted of a crime under sec-
tions 707 (offenses against the person), 
708 (offenses against property rights), 
or 711 (offenses against public order), 
and intentionally selected their victim 
or property because of hostility toward 
the victim’s actual or perceived race, 
religion, disability, ethnicity, national 
origin, gender identity or expression, or 
sexual orientation.

Penalty Enhancement

Race, religion, national 
origin, gender, sexual 

orientation, gender 
identity, or disability, 

ethnicity

Haw. Rev. Stat.  
[§§ 846-51 - 846-54]

“Hate Crime Reporting: Defini-
tions; Responsibility for System; 

Responsibility of Agencies; 
Annual Reports”

Defines “hate crime” as any criminal 
act in which the perpetrator inten-
tionally selected a victim or property 
because of hostility toward the actual 
or perceived race, religion, disability, 
ethnicity, national origin, gender identity 
or expression, or sexual orientation of 
any person. Mandates collection of data 
on such crimes

Data Collection

Race, religion, national 
origin, gender, sexual 

orientation, gender 
identity, or disability, 

ethnicity

Idaho

Idaho Code Ann. ch. 79  
[§§ 18-7901 - 18-7903]

“Malicious Harassment”

Makes it a felony to, or to threaten to, 
injure a person, or damage, destroy, or 
deface the real or personal property of 
another because of the victim’s race, 
color, religion, ancestry, or national 
origin, and allows a penalty of imprison-
ment, a fine, or both, as well as estab-
lishing a civil right of action.

Independent Offense Race, color, religion, na-
tional origin, ancestry

Idaho Code Ann. § 67-2915
“Statistical Report of Malicious 

Harassment Crimes”

Requires the director of the Idaho state 
police to annually submit a report on 
malicious harassment crimes to the 
governor and the chairman of the judi-
ciary and rules committee.

Data Collection
Race, color, religion, na-
tional origin, ancestry, 

other

Illinois

720 Ill. Comp. Stat. 5/12-7.1
“Hate Crime”

Makes it a felony to assault, batter, 
intimidate, stalk, cyberstalk, or commit 
theft, trespass, disorderly conduct, by 
reason of the victim’s perceived race, 
color, creed, religion, ancestry, gender, 
gender identity, sexual orientation, 
physical or mental disability, or national 
origin.

*Enhancement if crime committed in 
or on grounds of religious building, in a 
cemetery, in a school, in a public park or 
ethnic/religious community center, or 
public way.

Independent Offense 
+

Penalty Enhancement*

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, gender, 
gender identity, sexual 
orientation, disability, 

creed, ancestry

https://advance.lexis.com/documentpage/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=926e1fcd-8269-499b-8462-85f8ecffbb72&nodeid=AAQAAMAADAAL&nodepath=%2FROOT%2FAAQ%2FAAQAAM%2FAAQAAMAAD%2FAAQAAMAADAAL&level=4&haschildren=&populated=false&title=§+16-11-37.+Terroristic+threats+and+acts%3B+penalties&config=00JAA1MDBlYzczZi1lYjFlLTQxMTgtYWE3OS02YTgyOGM2NWJlMDYKAFBvZENhdGFsb2feed0oM9qoQOMCSJFX5qkd&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fstatutes-legislation%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A5VTJ-6BV0-004D-80SP-00008-00&ecomp=k3v8kkk&prid=cb305d5e-f4a0-43cd-b64a-dc2f77322eb3
https://advance.lexis.com/documentpage/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=00a3bf7e-5461-4c52-9284-94c705fbc703&nodeid=AARAALAACABD&nodepath=%2FROOT%2FAAR%2FAARAAL%2FAARAALAAC%2FAARAALAACABD&level=4&haschildren=&populated=false&title=§+17-10-17.+Sentencing+of+defendants+guilty+of+crimes+involving+bias+or+prejudice%3B+circumstances%3B+parole&config=00JAA1MDBlYzczZi1lYjFlLTQxMTgtYWE3OS02YTgyOGM2NWJlMDYKAFBvZENhdGFsb2feed0oM9qoQOMCSJFX5qkd&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fstatutes-legislation%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A5VTJ-6BS0-004D-802M-00008-00&ecomp=k3v8kkk&prid=cb305d5e-f4a0-43cd-b64a-dc2f77322eb3
https://law.justia.com/cases/georgia/supreme-court/2004/s04a0798-1.html
https://www.capitol.hawaii.gov/hrscurrent/Vol14_Ch0701-0853/HRS0706/HRS_0706-0662.htm
https://www.capitol.hawaii.gov/hrscurrent/Vol14_Ch0701-0853/HRS0846/HRS_0846-0051.htm
https://www.capitol.hawaii.gov/hrscurrent/Vol14_Ch0701-0853/HRS0846/HRS_0846-0051.htm
https://legislature.idaho.gov/statutesrules/idstat/title18/t18ch79/sect18-7901/
https://legislature.idaho.gov/statutesrules/idstat/title18/t18ch79/sect18-7901/
https://legislature.idaho.gov/statutesrules/idstat/Title18/T18CH79/SECT18-7903/
https://legislature.idaho.gov/statutesrules/idstat/title67/t67ch29/sect67-2915/
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/ilcs/documents/072000050k12-7.1.htm
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730 Ill. Comp. Stat. 5/5-5-3.2 
(10)

“Factors in Aggravation and Ex-
tended-Term Sentencing”

Hate crime offenses are aggravating 
factors in favor of longer terms of 
imprisonment

Penalty Enhancement

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, gender, 
sexual orientation, dis-
ability, creed, ancestry

720 Ill. Comp. Stat. 5/12-7.6
“Cross Burning”

Makes it a misdemeanor upon first 
offense, and felony upon subsequent of-
fenses to burn or intend to burn a cross 
with the intent to intimidate.

Independent Offense Other

720 Ill. Comp. Stat. 5/21-1.2
“Institutional Vandalism”

Makes it a felony to commit institutional 
vandalism by reason of the actual or 
perceived race, color, creed, religion, 
ancestry, gender, sexual orientation, 
physical or mental disability, or national 
origin of any individual when knowingly 
inflicting damage to a place used for 
religious worship, a burial facility, ad-
jacent grounds, and personal property 
contained therein.

Independent Offense

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, gender, 
sexual orientation, dis-
ability, creed, ancestry

20 Ill. Comp. Stat. 2605/390
“Hate Crimes”

Requires state law enforcement officer 
to respond to, identify, and report all 
hate crimes. Requires the Illinois Law 
Enforcement Training Standards Board 
to develop officer training on hate 
crimes.

Data Collection 
+ 

Training

20 Ill. Comp. Stat. 4070
“Commission on Discrimination 

and Hate Crimes Act”

Commission on Discrimination and 
Hate Crimes Act. Purposes of the Com-
mission include, but are not limited to, 
the following:
(1) To work in partnership with com-
munity leaders, educators, religious 
leaders, social service agencies, elected 
officials, and the public to identify and 
uproot sources of discrimination and 
bias at the source. 
(2) To work with local governments, law 
enforcement officials and prosecutors, 
educators, and community organiza-
tions by assisting with the development 
of resources, training, and information 
that allow for a swift and efficient re-
sponse to hate-motivated incidents. 
(3) To work with educators throughout 
Illinois on issues concerning discrimi-
nation and hate, teaching acceptance, 
and embracing diversity at academic 
institutions.
(4) To help ensure that this States laws 
addressing discrimination and hate-re-
lated violence are widely known and 
applied correctly to help eradicate and 
prevent crimes based on discrimination 
and intolerance. 
(5) To make recommendations to the 
Governor and the General Assembly for 
statutory and programmatic changes 
necessary to eliminate discrimination 
and hate-based violence. 
(6) To help implement recommenda-
tions by working with State agencies, 
the General Assembly, the business 
community, the social service commu-
nity, and other organizations.

Commission

http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/ilcs/fulltext.asp?DocName=073000050K5-5-3.2
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/ilcs/documents/072000050K12-7.6.htm
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/ilcs/ilcs5.asp?ActID=1876&ChapterID=53
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/ilcs/fulltext.asp?DocName=002026050K2605-390
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/ilcs/ilcs3.asp?ActID=2927&ChapterID=5
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Indiana – No Criminal “Hate Crime” Statute

Ind. Code § 35-38-1-7.1 (a)(12)
“Considerations in Imposing 

Sentence” 
(not yet encoded)

Allows the court to consider as an ag-
gravating circumstance in sentencing if 
an offender committed the offense with 
bias due to the victim or group’s real 
or perceived characteristic, trait, belief, 
practice, association, or other attribute 
the court chooses to consider.

* The failure to list protected classes in 
the statute, along with its discretionary 
application, makes this statute unique 
among all other “hate crime” legislation, 
and has already led to severe criticism 
of the law. Accordingly, while important 
to include a reference in this chart, we 
do not consider it a true hate crime 
law.151  

Penalty Enhancement*

Ind. Code § 10-13-3-38 (b) 
“Collection of Bias Crime Infor-

mation; Reports”

Requires state law enforcement to col-
lect committed or allegedly committed 
bias crime data, defined in § 10-31-1-1 
as an offense committed knowingly 
or intentionally selecting the victim or 
property because of the color, creed, 
disability, national origin, race, religion, 
or sexual orientation of the victim 
or owner or occupant of the harmed 
property.

Data Collection

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, sexual 
orientation, disability, 
creed

Iowa

Iowa Code § 80B.11 1(c)(2)
“Law Enforcement Academy: 

Rules”

Requires law enforcement officers to 
be trained on investigation, identifica-
tion, and reporting of public hate crime 
offenses. 

Training

Iowa Code § 692.15(7)
“Reports to Department”

Requires all law enforcement agencies 
to track hate crime data, and to create 
reports and generate crime statistics.

Data Collection

Iowa Code § 708.2C
“Assault in Violation of Individual 

Rights”

Makes it a felony to assault someone in 
the violation of individual rights, which 
is a hate crime, with the intent to inflict 
a serious injury.

Penalty Enhancement

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, sexual 
orientation, or disabil-
ity, ancestry, political 
affiliation, sex, age, or 

association with some-
one of those groups

Iowa Code § 712.9
“Violations of Individual Rights – 

Penalties”

Penalty enhancement to an offense one 
degree higher for violations of sections 
712.3 – 712.8 (arson, reckless use of 
fire/explosives, explosive or incendiary 
materials, false reports, threats) which 
are also hate crimes.

Penalty Enhancement

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, sexual 
orientation, or disabil-
ity, ancestry, political 
affiliation, sex, age, or 

association with some-
one of those groups

Iowa Code § 716.6A
“Criminal Mischief in Violation of 

Individual Rights”

Provides for enhanced penalties of one 
degree higher for criminal mischief 
which is also a violation of individual 
rights, which is a hate crime.

Penalty Enhancement

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, sexual 
orientation, or disabil-
ity, ancestry, political 
affiliation, sex, age, or 

association with some-
one of those groups

http://iga.in.gov/legislative/2019/bills/senate/198
http://iga.in.gov/legislative/laws/2018/ic/titles/010#10-13-3-1
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/code/80B.11.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/code/692.15.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/code/708.2C.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/code/712.9.pdf
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/code/716.pdf
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Iowa Code § 729A
“Violation of Individual Rights - 

Hate Crimes”

Defines hate crimes as assaults, 
violations of individual rights, criminal 
mischief, or trespass committed against 
a person or their property because of 
their race, color, religion, ancestry, na-
tional origin, political affiliation, sex, sex-
ual orientation, age, or disability, or their 
affiliation with someone of these groups. 
Additionally, requires the prosecuting 
attorney training coordinator to develop 
training for law enforcement personnel 
to sensitize those people to existence 
of these violations, and to help identify 
offenses. Provides a civil right of action.

Definition 
+

Training,  
+

Civil Action

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, sexual 
orientation, or disabil-
ity, ancestry, political 
affiliation, sex, age, or 

association with some-
one of those groups

Kansas

Kan. Stat. Ann. 21-6815
“Imposition of Presumptive 

Sentence; Jury Requirements; 
Departure Sentencing; Substan-

tial and Compelling Reasons 
for Departure; Mitigating and 

Aggravating Factors”

Lists race, color, religion, ethnicity, 
national origin, or sexual orientation 
as aggravating factors to depart, by 
judge’s discretion, from sentencing 
guidelines.

Penalty Enhancement
Race, color, religion, 

national origin, sexual 
orientation, ethnicity 

Kentucky

Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 17.1523
“Uniform Offense Report to Pro-

vide Indication of Bias-related 
Crime; Annual Reporting”

Requires the Justice and Public Safety 
Cabinet to collect data from all law 
enforcement agencies on crimes which 
appear from their facts and circum-
stances to have been caused as a result 
of or reasonably related to race, color, 
religion, sex, or national origin.

Data Collection Race, color, religion, 
sex, national origin

Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 525.113
“Institutional Vandalism”

Makes it a felony to vandalize, deface, 
desecrate, or damage the objects de-
scribed in 525.110 based on a person’s 
race, color, religion, sexual orientation, 
or national origin.

Penalty Enhancement
Race, color, religion, 

national origin, sexual 
orientation

Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 532.031
“Hate Crimes – Finding”

Defines a hate crime as an offense 
where a person intentionally selected 
their victim based on race, color, reli-
gion, sexual orientation, national origin, 
or actual or perceived employment as a 
peace officer, firefighter, or emergency 
medical service provider. Empowers a 
judge to impose harsher penalties or 
deny probation and other forms of early 
release.

* A finding that an offense was a hate 
crime may only effects parole eligibility, 
determined by the parole board. Such 
a finding must be noted, at the judge’s 
discretion, in the offender’s case file. 
Additionally, this statute cannot be 
applied to homicides.152

Penalty Enhancement*

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, sexual 
orientation, person’s 
actual or perceived 

employment as a state, 
city, county, or federal 
peace officer, member 

of an organized fire 
department, or emer-

gency medical services 
personnel

https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/code/729A.pdf
http://kslegislature.org/li/b2017_18/measures/documents/sb128_00_0000.pdf
https://apps.legislature.ky.gov/law/statutes/statute.aspx?id=1214
https://apps.legislature.ky.gov/law/statutes/statute.aspx?id=19932
https://apps.legislature.ky.gov/law/statutes/statute.aspx?id=45774
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Louisiana

La. Stat. Ann. § 14:107.2
“Hate Crimes”

Provides for penalty enhancements 
when an underlying crime victim is 
selected because of their actual or per-
ceived race, age, gender, religion, color, 
creed, disability, sexual orientation, 
national origin, or ancestry, or because 
they are actually or perceived to be 
employed as law enforcement, fire-
fighter, or emergency medical services 
personnel.

Penalty Enhancement

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, gender, 

sexual orientation, 
disability, age, creed, 
ancestry, perceived 

membership or service 
in, or employment 

with, an organization, 
or because of actual or 
perceived employment 
as a law enforcement 
officer, firefighter, or 
emergency medical 
services personnel

La. Stat. Ann. § 15:1204.4
“Surveys; Studies; Reports”

Mandates the collection of hate crime 
data to the Louisiana Commission on 
Human Rights, which shall be reported 
annually to the governor.

Data Collection

La. Stat. Ann. § 40:2403 (H)(1)
“Council on Peace Officer Stan-

dards and Training”

Requires law enforcement officers to 
be trained on investigation, identifica-
tion, and reporting of public hate crime 
offenses. 

Training

Maine

Me. Stat. tit. 17-A § 1151(8)(B)
“General Sentencing Provisions: 

Purposes”

Includes in the guidance for sentencing 
provisions the intent to address the 
gravity of bias motivated attacks.

Penalty Enhancement

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, sexual 
orientation, disability, 
sex, ancestry, home-

lessness, age

Me. Stat. tit. 17  
[§§ 2931 – 2932]

“Interference with Constitutional 
and Civil Rights”

Prohibition on interference with con-
stitutional and civil rights.  Makes it a 
misdemeanor to violate the prohibition 
on interference with constitutional and 
civil rights.

Independent Offense

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, sexual 
orientation, disability, 

sex, ancestry

Me. Stat. tit. 25, § 1544
“Uniform Crime Reporting”

Requires state, county, and municipal 
law enforcement agencies to submit 
crime reports to the State Bureau of 
Identification, including on crimes that 
manifest evidence of prejudice based 
on race, religion, disability, sexual orien-
tation or ethnicity.

Data Collection
Race, religion, sexual 
orientation, disability, 

ethnicity

Me. Stat. tit. 25, § 2803-B
“Requirements of Law Enforce-

ment Agencies”

Requires law enforcement agencies to 
adopt written policies on the proce-
dures to deal with hate or bias crimes.

Training

Maryland

Md. Code, Pub. Safety § 2-307
“Public Safety - Crime Data”

Requires that the Department of Public 
Safety collect, analyze, and disseminate 
information about crimes, including 
hate crimes based on race, religion, 
ethnicity, and sexual orientation.

Data Collection Race, religion, sexual 
orientation, ethnicity

http://legis.la.gov/Legis/Law.aspx?d=78262
http://legis.la.gov/Legis/Law.aspx?d=78895
http://legis.la.gov/Legis/Law.aspx?d=98234
http://www.mainelegislature.org/legis/statutes/17-a/title17-Asec1151.html
http://legislature.maine.gov/statutes/17/title17sec2931.html
http://legislature.maine.gov/statutes/17/title17sec2931.html
http://www.mainelegislature.org/legis/statutes/25/title25sec1544.html
http://legislature.maine.gov/statutes/25/title25sec2803-B.html
http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmStatutesText.aspx?article=gps&section=2-307&ext=html&session=2019RS&tab=subject5
http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmStatutesText.aspx?article=gps&section=2-307&ext=html&session=2019RS&tab=subject5
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Md. Code, Crim. Law tit. 10 
sub. 3  

[§§ 10-301 – 10-308]
“Hate Crimes”

Makes it a misdemeanor to obstruct 
another’s exercise of religion; to commit 
or attempt to commit a crime, damage 
real or personal property, or burn or 
attempt to burn an object on the real or 
personal property of another; to deface, 
damage, or destroy a place of worship, 
cemetery, religious school, educational 
facility, or community center; to deface, 
damage, destroy, or attempt to deface, 
damage, or destroy the personal or 
real property of another because of 
bias against a person or group’s race, 
color, religious belief, sexual orientation, 
gender, disability, national origin, or 
homeless status. May add an additional 
felony for any underlying felony crime 
committed because of the victim’s pro-
tected status above, unless the crime 
results in the victim’s death. Sentences 
for hate crimes may be separate or 
concurrent from sentences for the 
underlying crimes.

Independent Offense 
+ 

Penalty Enhancement

Massachusetts

Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 6, § 116B
“Hate Crimes; Police Instruction”

Requires that the municipal police train-
ing committee provide instruction to 
police officers in identifying, responding 
to, and reporting hate crimes.

Training

Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 22C, §§ 
33–35

“Collection of Hate Crime Data; 
Regulations”

Requires that the Department of State 
Police Colonel collect hate crime data,  
that the Crime Reporting Unit report 
and analyze hate crime data, and trans-
mit reports to the governor, attorney 
general, joint committees on public 
state, criminal justice and the judicia-
ry, and senate and house committees 
on ways and means, and  that all hate 
crime data be made available for all law 
enforcement agencies and any local 
and state agencies.

Data Collection

Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 265, § 39
“Assault or Battery for Purposes 

of Intimidation; Punishment”

Makes it a felony to commit assault or 
battery upon a person, or damage the 
real or personal property of a person, 
with the intent to intimidate because 
of race, color, religion, national origin, 
sexual orientation, gender identity, or 
disability. Also requires mandated diver-
sity training for offenders.

Independent Offense

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, sexual 

orientation, gender 
identity, disability

Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 266, § 127A
“Destruction of a Place of Worship, 

etc.; Threats; Punishment”

Makes it a felony to destroy, deface, mar, 
or injure a church, synagogue or other 
building or structure used for burial or 
worship or threaten to do so, which may 
result in imprisonment up to 2.5 years.

Independent Offense Religion

Michigan

Mich. Comp. Laws § 28.257a
“Crimes Motivated by Prejudice or 

Bias; Report”

Requires the chief of police of each city 
or village, township, and sheriff of each 
county to report crimes motivated by 
prejudice against race, ethnic origin, 
religion, gender, or sexual orientation to 
the department of state police.

Data Collection
Race, religion, gender, 

sexual orientation, 
ethnic origin

http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmStatutesText.aspx?article=gcr&section=10-303&ext=html&session=2019RS&tab=subject5
http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmStatutesText.aspx?article=gcr&section=10-303&ext=html&session=2019RS&tab=subject5
http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/webmga/frmStatutesText.aspx?article=gcr&section=10-303&ext=html&session=2019RS&tab=subject5
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleII/Chapter6/Section116B
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleII/Chapter22C/Section33
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleII/Chapter22C/Section33
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartIV/TitleI/Chapter265/Section39
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartIV/TitleI/Chapter266/Section127A
http://legislature.mi.gov/doc.aspx?mcl-28-257a
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Mich. Comp. Laws § 750.147b
“Ethnic Intimidation”

Makes it a felony to commit ethnic 
intimidation, defined as physical con-
tact with another person, damage or 
destruction of real or personal property 
of another, or threatening another 
maliciously and with specific intent to 
intimidate or harass another because 
of that person’s race, color, religion, 
gender, or national origin. Additionally, 
creates a civil right of action.

Independent Offense
+ 

New Civil Action

Race, color, religion, 
gender, national origin

Minnesota

Minn. Stat. § 609.595 subds. 
1a & 2

“Damage to Property”

Penalty enhancement to second-degree 
and third-degree criminal damage when 
motivated by race, color, religion, sex, 
sexual orientation, disability, age, or 
national origin.

Penalty Enhancement

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, sexual 
orientation, disability, 

age, sex

Minn. Stat. § 609.749 subd. 3 
(a)(1)

“Stalking; Penalties”

Penalty enhancement to aggravated 
stalking when the offender commits the 
offense because of the victim’s actual 
or perceived race, color, religion, sex, 
sexual orientation, disability, age, or 
national origin.

Penalty Enhancement

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, sexual 
orientation, disability, 

age, sex

Minn. Stat. § 609.2231 subd. 4
“Assault in the Fourth Degree”

Makes it a misdemeanor crime to 
assault another because of the victim’s 
actual or perceived race, color, religion, 
sex, sexual orientation, disability, age, or 
national origin, and a felony for repeat 
offenders within five years of their previ-
ous conviction.

Independent Offense
Race, color, religion, 

national origin, sexual 
orientation, disability, 

age, sex

Minn. Stat. § 626.5531
“Reporting of Crimes Motivated 

by Bias”

Requires peace officers to report every 
violation of chapter 609 or a local crim-
inal ordinance if the officer has reason 
to believe or the victim alleges that the 
offender was motivated to commit the 
act by the victim’s race, religion, nation-
al origin, sex, age, disability, or sexual 
orientation.

Data Collection
Race, religion, national 
origin, sexual orienta-

tion, disability, age, sex

Minn. Stat. § 626.8451 subd. 1
“Training in Identifying and Re-

sponding to Certain Crimes”

Requires a training course to assist 
peace officers in identifying and 
responding to crimes motivated by the 
victim’s race, religion, national origin, 
sex, age, disability, or sexual orientation.

Training

Race, religion, national 
origin, sexual orienta-

tion, disability, age, sex, 
training

Mississippi

Miss. Code Ann. § 97-17-39
“Penalties for Injuring, Destroying 

or Defacing Certain Cemetery 
Property, Public Buildings, 

Schools or Churches, or Property 
Thereof”

Makes it a crime to destroy burial 
vaults, urns, memorials, vases, etc., or 
churches.

Independent Offense
Religion

Miss. Code Ann.  
§§ 99-19-301 – 99-19-309

“Enhanced Penalties for Offenses 
Committed for Discriminatory 

Reasons”

Penalty enhancement of imprisonment 
of twice that authorized by the law for 
the offense committed, for both felo-
nies and misdemeanors, if they were 
committed because of the actual or 
perceived race, color, ancestry, ethnicity, 
religion, national origin, or gender of the 
victim. Provides that penalty enhance-
ments can only be imposed by a jury 
finding that the victim was within the 
class delineated.

Penalty Enhancement

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, gender, 

ethnicity, ancestry, 
actual or perceived 

employment as a law 
enforcement officer, 

firefighter or emergen-
cy medical technician

http://www.legislature.mi.gov/(S(thvqy45oyqeah1nhvamfbc4a))/mileg.aspx?page=GetMCLDocument&objectname=mcl-750-147b
https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/cite/609.595
https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/cite/609.595
https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/cite/609.749
https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/cite/609.2231
https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/cite/626.5531
https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/cite/626.8451
https://advance.lexis.com/documentpage/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=5ef69b3d-3f33-4de3-a615-d41fc32114ea&nodeid=ABYAAJAABAAV&nodepath=%2fROOT%2fABY%2fABYAAJ%2fABYAAJAAB%2fABYAAJAABAAV&level=4&haschildren=&populated=false&title=%C2%A7+97-17-39.+Penalties+for+injuring%2c+destroying+or+defacing+certain+cemetery+property%2c+public+buildings%2c+schools+or+churches%2c+or+property+thereof.&config=00JABhZDIzMTViZS04NjcxLTQ1MDItOTllOS03MDg0ZTQxYzU4ZTQKAFBvZENhdGFsb2f8inKxYiqNVSihJeNKRlUp&pddocfullpath=%2fshared%2fdocument%2fstatutes-legislation%2furn%3acontentItem%3a8P6B-8B52-8T6X-73HY-00008-00&ecomp=-_57kkk&prid=eb877a0f-da6e-4180-b9b3-e6a4b65b3c9e
https://advance.lexis.com/documentpage/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=8de39803-b96e-4507-bfd9-09f0ea9e9eba&nodeid=ABZAALAAGAAB&nodepath=%2fROOT%2fABZ%2fABZAAL%2fABZAALAAG%2fABZAALAAGAAB&level=4&haschildren=&populated=false&title=%C2%A7+99-19-301.+Penalties+subject+to+enhancement%3b+definitions.&config=00JABhZDIzMTViZS04NjcxLTQ1MDItOTllOS03MDg0ZTQxYzU4ZTQKAFBvZENhdGFsb2f8inKxYiqNVSihJeNKRlUp&pddocfullpath=%2fshared%2fdocument%2fstatutes-legislation%2furn%3acontentItem%3a8P6B-8BM2-D6RV-H4SR-00008-00&ecomp=-_57kkk&prid=0179719b-9688-4ad8-aede-0f86a5e8a9a2
https://advance.lexis.com/documentpage/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=8de39803-b96e-4507-bfd9-09f0ea9e9eba&nodeid=ABZAALAAGAAB&nodepath=%2fROOT%2fABZ%2fABZAAL%2fABZAALAAG%2fABZAALAAGAAB&level=4&haschildren=&populated=false&title=%C2%A7+99-19-301.+Penalties+subject+to+enhancement%3b+definitions.&config=00JABhZDIzMTViZS04NjcxLTQ1MDItOTllOS03MDg0ZTQxYzU4ZTQKAFBvZENhdGFsb2f8inKxYiqNVSihJeNKRlUp&pddocfullpath=%2fshared%2fdocument%2fstatutes-legislation%2furn%3acontentItem%3a8P6B-8BM2-D6RV-H4SR-00008-00&ecomp=-_57kkk&prid=0179719b-9688-4ad8-aede-0f86a5e8a9a2
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Missouri

Mo. Rev. Stat. § 557.035
“Hate Offenses - Provides En-

hanced Penalties for Motivation-
al Factors in Certain Offenses”

Felony penalty enhancement for crimes 
knowingly motivated by race, color, 
religion, national origin, sex, sexual 
orientation, or disability.

Penalty Enhancement

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, sexual 
orientation, disability, 

sex

Mo. Rev. Stat. § 574.085
“Institutional Vandalism – Penalty”

Makes it a crime to vandalize, deface, or 
damage places of worship or a facil-
ity used for burial, and certain other 
properties owned and operated by a 
religious group.

Independent Offense Religion

Montana

Mont. Code Ann. § 45-5-221
“Malicious Intimidation or Harass-

ment Relating to Civil or Human 
Rights – Penalty”

Makes it a felony to maliciously intim-
idate, harass, injure, or destroy the 
property of a victim because of their 
race, creed, religion, color, national 
origin, or involvement in civil rights or 
human rights activity.

Independent Offense

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, creed, 

involvement in civil 
rights or human rights 

activities

Mont. Code Ann. § 45-5-222
“Sentence Enhancement - Of-
fenses Committed Because of 
Victim’s Race, Creed, Religion, 

Color, National Origin or Human 
Rights Activities”

Penalty enhancement for any crime 
except malicious intimidation or harass-
ment when the crime was motivated by 
the victim’s race, color, creed, national 
origin, or involvement in civil rights or 
human rights activity, or that involved 
damage/destruction to a building regu-
larly used for religious worship.

Penalty Enhancement

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, creed, 

involvement in civil 
rights or human rights 

activities

Nebraska

Neb. Rev. Stat. § 28-111
“Enhanced Penalty; Enumerated 

Offenses”

Penalty enhancement to next highest 
penalty classification for committing 
manslaughter, assault, terroristic 
threats, stalking, kidnapping, false im-
prisonment, sexual assault, sexual as-
sault of a child, arson, criminal mischief, 
unauthorized application of graffiti, or 
criminal trespass offenses because of 
the victim’s race, color, religion, ances-
try, national origin, gender, sexual orien-
tation, age, or disability, or because of 
the victim’s association with a person of 
one of the protected categories.

Penalty Enhancement

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, gender, 

sexual orientation, 
disability, age, ances-

try, association with a 
person of one of the 
protected categories

Neb. Rev. Stat. § 28-114
“Nebraska Commission on Law 
Enforcement and Criminal Jus-

tice; Duties”

Requires the Commission to establish, 
maintain, and collect data on hate 
crime offenses.

Data Collection

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, gender, 

sexual orientation, 
disability, age, ances-

try, association with a 
person of one of the 
protected categories

Nevada

Nev. Rev. Stat. § 193.1675 
“Additional Penalty: Commission 

of Crime Because of Certain Ac-
tual or Perceived Characteristics 

of Victim”

Penalty enhancement for enumerat-
ed crimes motivated by the actual or 
perceived race, color, religion, national 
origin, disability, sexual orientation, or 
gender identity or expression of the 
victim different from that characteristic 
of the perpetrator.

Penalty Enhancement

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, sexual 

orientation, gender 
identity, disability

http://revisor.mo.gov/main/OneSection.aspx?section=557.035&bid=34702&hl=
http://www.revisor.mo.gov/main/OneSection.aspx?section=574.085
https://leg.mt.gov/bills/mca/title_0450/chapter_0050/part_0020/section_0210/0450-0050-0020-0210.html
https://leg.mt.gov/bills/mca/title_0450/chapter_0050/part_0020/section_0220/0450-0050-0020-0220.html
https://nebraskalegislature.gov/laws/statutes.php?statute=28-111
https://nebraskalegislature.gov/laws/statutes.php?statute=28-114
https://www.leg.state.nv.us/NRS/NRS-193.html#NRS193Sec1675
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Nev. Rev. Stat. § 207.185 
“Penalty for commission of 

certain unlawful acts by reason 
of actual or perceived race, color, 

religion, national origin, physi-
cal or mental disability, sexual 

orientation or gender identity or 
expression of another person or 

group of persons”

Penalty enhancement to a gross misde-
meanor for certain misdemeanors mo-
tivated by the actual or perceived race, 
color, religion, national origin, disability, 
sexual orientation, or gender identity or 
expression of the victim different from 
that characteristic of the perpetrator.

Penalty Enhancement

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, sexual 

orientation, gender 
identity, disability

New Hampshire

N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 651:6 (f)
“Extended Term of Imprisonment”

Penalty enhancement for enumerat-
ed crimes motivated by victim’s race, 
religion, creed, national origin, or sexual 
orientation, age, disability, law enforce-
ment officers, volunteer firefighters, on-
call firefighters, or licensed emergency 
medical care providers.

Penalty Enhancement

Race, religion, national 
origin, sexual orienta-

tion, creed, age, disabil-
ity, law enforcement 
officers, firefighters, 
emergency medical 

care providers

New Jersey

N.J. Rev. Stat. § 2C:16-1
“Bias Intimidation”

Penalty enhancement for crimes 
committed with a purpose to intimidate 
an individual or group of individuals 
because of race, color, religion, gender, 
disability, sexual orientation, gender 
identity or expression, national origin, or 
ethnicity.

Penalty Enhancement

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, gender, 
sexual orientation, gen-
der identity, disability, 

ethnicity
*A portion of the stat-

ute, allowing victim 
belief of prejudice to 
act as evidence, was 
held unconstitutional 
in State v. Pomianek, 

221 N.J. 66 (2015)

N.J. Rev. Stat. § 2C:33-11
“Defacement of Private Property, 

Crime of Fourth Degree; Act of 
Graffiti, Additional Penalty”

Makes it a felony to damage or deface 
a place of worship or burial by placing 
thereon a symbol, an object, a charac-
terization, an appellation, or graffiti that 
exposes another to a threat of violence.

Independent Offense Religion

N.J. Rev. Stat. § 52:9DD-9
“Duties of Council”

Requires collection of hate crime data 
by the Human Rights Council, includ-
ing developing policy proposals for 
the State and assist with coordinating 
efforts to promote prejudice reduction 
and prevent and deter crimes based 
upon the victim’s race, color, religion, 
national origin, sexual orientation, 
ethnicity, gender, or physical, mental or 
cognitive disability.

Data Collection

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, gender, 
sexual orientation, dis-
ability, ethnicity, data 

collection

New Mexico

N.M. Stat. Ann. § 30-15-4
“Desecration of a Church”

Makes it a felony to desecrate or deface 
any church.

Independent Offense Religion

N.M. Stat. Ann.  
[§§ 31-18B-3 – 31-18B-5]

“Hate Crimes”

Penalty enhancement of an additional 
year of imprisonment for noncapital 
crimes motivated by hate.  Requires 
every law enforcement agency to collect 
hate crime data to provide to the FBI, 
and requires the New Mexico Law En-
forcement Academy to provide officer 
training on the detection, investigation, 
and reporting of hate crimes.

Penalty Enhancement  
+  

Data Collection
+  

Training

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, gender, 
sexual orientation, gen-
der identity, disability, 

ancestry, age

https://www.leg.state.nv.us/nrs/nrs-207.html#NRS207Sec185
http://www.gencourt.state.nh.us/rsa/html/lxii/651/651-6.htm
https://lis.njleg.state.nj.us/nxt/gateway.dll?f=templates&fn=default.htm&vid=Publish:10.1048/Enu
https://law.justia.com/cases/new-jersey/supreme-court/2015/a-32-13.html
https://lis.njleg.state.nj.us/nxt/gateway.dll?f=templates&fn=default.htm&vid=Publish:10.1048/Enu
https://www.nj.gov/oag/dcj/hrc/pdfs/Title-52.pdf
https://laws.nmonesource.com/w/nmos/Chapter-30-NMSA-1978#!b/30-15-4
https://laws.nmonesource.com/w/nmos/Chapter-31-NMSA-1978#!b/a18B
https://laws.nmonesource.com/w/nmos/Chapter-31-NMSA-1978#!b/a18B
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New York

N.Y. Penal Law Art. 485 
“Hate Crimes”

Penalty enhancements of one category 
higher for intentional offenses commit-
ted in whole or in part because of the 
victim’s believed or perceived race, col-
or, national origin, ancestry, gender, re-
ligion, religious practice, age, disability 
or sexual orientation of a person, even 
if the belief or perception is incorrect. 
Allows for offender hate crime training, 
education, or other programs designed 
to prevent hate crimes. 

Penalty Enhancement

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, gender, 
sexual orientation, dis-
ability, ancestry, age

N.Y. Penal Law § 240.31
“Aggravated Harassment in the 

First Degree”

Makes it a felony to harass, annoy, 
threaten, or alarm another because of 
their race, color, national origin, ances-
try, gender, religion, religious practice, 
age, disability, or sexual orientation 
by burning a cross in a publicly visible 
manner; damaging premises used 
primarily for religious purposes; etch, 
paint, or draw a swastika without the ex-
press permission of the owner; or etch, 
draw, or place a noose on any building 
or real property without express per-
mission.

Independent Offense

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, gender, 

sexual orientation, 
disability, ancestry, age, 

other

N.Y. Penal Law § 240.71
“Criminal Interference with 

Healthcare Services or Religious 
Worship in the First Degree”

Felony penalty enhancement for repeat 
offender of criminal interference with 
healthcare services or religious worship 
in second degree.

Penalty Enhancement Religion

N.Y. Exec. Law § 837 (f)(4)(c)
“Functions, Powers, and Duties of 

Division”

Requires the Division of Criminal 
Justice Services to collect and analyze 
statistical and all other data on hate 
crimes reported to or investigated by 
state or local law enforcement, and then 
provide that information to the governor 
and state legislature.

Data Collection

North Carolina

N.C. Gen. Stat. § 14-3 (c)
“Punishment of Misdemeanors, 

Infamous Offenses, Offenses 
Committed in Secrecy and 
Malice, or With Deceit and 

Intent to Defraud, or With Ethnic 
Animosity.”

Felony & misdemeanor penalty en-
hancements for crimes committed be-
cause of the victim’s race, color, religion, 
nationality or country of origin.

Penalty Enhancement
Race, color, religion, 

nationality, country of 
origin

N.C. Gen. Stat. § 14-12.14
“Placing Exhibit While Wearing a 

Mask, Hood, or Other Disguise”

Makes it a felony to wear a mask, hood, 
or other disguise for obscuring the iden-
tity of the wearer in order for them to 
place an exhibit, including a noose, with 
the intent to intimidate another.

Independent Offense Other

N.C. Gen. Stat. § 14-49(b1)
“Malicious Use of Explosive or 

Incendiary; Punishment”

Makes it a higher class of felony to use, 
aid, counsel, or procure an explosive 
or incendiary device against a place of 
worship.

Independent Offense Religion

N.C. Gen. Stat. § 14-62.2
“Burning of Churches and Certain 

Other Religious Buildings”

Makes it a felony to burn or cause to be 
burned, or aid, counsel, or procure the 
burning of a church, chapel, or meeting 
house.

Independent Offense Religion

https://www.nysenate.gov/legislation/laws/PEN/P4TYA485
https://www.nysenate.gov/legislation/laws/PEN/240.31
https://www.nysenate.gov/legislation/laws/PEN/240.71
https://www.nysenate.gov/legislation/laws/EXC/837
https://www.ncleg.gov/EnactedLegislation/Statutes/PDF/BySection/Chapter_14/GS_14-3.pdf
https://www.ncleg.gov/EnactedLegislation/Statutes/PDF/BySection/Chapter_14/GS_14-12.14.pdf
https://www.ncleg.gov/EnactedLegislation/Statutes/PDF/BySection/Chapter_14/GS_14-49.pdf
https://www.ncleg.gov/EnactedLegislation/Statutes/PDF/BySection/Chapter_14/GS_14-62.2.pdf
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N.C. Gen. Stat. § 14-401.14
“Ethnic Intimidation; Teaching 
Any Technique for Ethnic Intim-

idation”

Makes it a misdemeanor to or threaten 
to assault, damage, deface the property 
of another because of their race, color, 
religion, nationality or country of origin, 
or to assemble a group to teach a tech-
nique of intimidation.

Independent Offense
Race, color, religion, 

nationality, country of 
origin

North Dakota – No Criminal “Hate Crime” Statute153

N/A

Ohio

Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 2927.12
“Ethnic Intimidation”

Penalty enhancement of one degree 
higher for violations of menacing, ag-
gravated menacing, criminal damaging 
or endangering, criminal mischief, or 
telecommunications harassment by 
reason of the race, color, religion, or 
national origin of the person or persons.

* Each of the enumerated crimes is a 
misdemeanor — this law cannot be 
used to enhance felony crimes.

Penalty Enhancement
*

Race, color, religion, 
national origin

Ohio Rev. Code Ann.  
§§ 2927.11 (A)(4) & (B)

“Desecration”

Penalty enhancement to a felony to 
deface, damage, pollute, or otherwise 
mistreat places of worship or religious 
objects therein, or objects of sacred 
devotion.

Independent Offense Religion

Oklahoma

Okla. Stat. tit. 21 § 850
“Malicious Harassment Based on 

Race, Color, Religion, Ancestry, 
National Origin, Disability”

Makes it a crime to maliciously in-
timidate or harass a person because 
of their race, color, religion, national 
origin, ancestry, or disability. Penalty 
enhancement for a second offense 
under this statute, and creates a civil 
right of action. Additionally, requires the 
Oklahoma State Bureau of Investigation 
to report hate crimes as defined in this 
section, and requires a promulgation of 
rules, and practices for monthly hate 
crime data reporting from state and lo-
cal law enforcement agencies, including 
crimes motivated by ethnicity.

Independent Offense
+

 Penalty Enhancement 
+ 

New Civil Action
+ 

Data Collection

Race, color, religion, na-
tional origin, disability, 

ancestry, ethnicity

Okla. Stat. tit. 21, § 1765
“Defacing or Injuring House of 

Worship”

Makes it a felony to break, deface, or 
otherwise injure a house of worship 
or items used for religious purposes 
therein.

Independent Offense Religion

https://www.ncleg.gov/EnactedLegislation/Statutes/PDF/BySection/Chapter_14/GS_14-401.14.pdf
http://codes.ohio.gov/orc/2927.12
http://codes.ohio.gov/orc/2927.11
http://codes.ohio.gov/orc/2927.11
https://www.oscn.net/applications/oscn/DeliverDocument.asp?CiteID=69387
http://www.oscn.net/applications/oscn/deliverdocument.asp?lookup=Previous&listorder=1921010&dbCode=STOKST21&year
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Oregon

Or. Rev. Stat.  
[§§ 166.155 & 166.165]

“Bias Crime”

Makes it a misdemeanor to, because 
of the actual or perceived race, color, 
religion, sexual orientation, gender 
identity, disability, or national origin of 
the victim, tamper with their property, 
cause offensive contact to their body, 
or threaten them with harm to them, 
their property, or their family.  Makes 
it a felony when two or more persons 
intentionally, knowingly, or recklessly, 
or with criminal negligence by means of 
a deadly weapon, cause physical injury 
because of the actual or perceived race, 
color, religion, gender identity, national 
origin, sexual orientation or disability 
of their victim, or commit conduct that 
would constitute intimidation in the 
second degree if only committed by one 
person.

Independent Offense

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, gender 
identity, sexual orien-

tation, disability, family 
member of person with 

protected character-
istics

Or. Rev. Stat. § 181A.225
“Reporting of Crime Statistics”

Requires all state and local law enforce-
ment to report crimes motivated by 
prejudice against the victim’s race, color, 
religion, national origin, sexual orienta-
tion, marital status, political affiliation or 
beliefs, membership in labor organiza-
tion, disability, age, or economic and 
social status, or citizenship status to 
the Department of State Police. The 
department shall prepare annual and 
quarterly reports for use by reporting 
agencies and others.

Data Collection

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, sexual 
orientation, disability, 

marital status, political 
affiliation or beliefs, 

membership or activ-
ity in or on behalf of a 
labor organization or 

against a labor organi-
zation, age, economic 

or social status, citi-
zenship 

Or. Rev. Stat. § 181A.470
“Training Related to the Vienna 
Convention and Crimes Motivat-
ed by Prejudice or That Consti-

tute Abuse”

Requires the Board of Public Safety 
Standards and Training to provide train-
ing to all law enforcement offers on the 
identification, investigation, and report-
ing of crimes motivated by race, color, 
religion, national origin, sexual orienta-
tion, marital status, political affiliation or 
beliefs, membership in labor organiza-
tion, disability, age, or economic and 
social status, or citizenship status.

Training

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, sexual 
orientation, disability, 

marital status, political 
affiliation or beliefs, 

membership or activ-
ity in or on behalf of a 
labor organization or 

against a labor organi-
zation, age, economic 

or social status, citi-
zenship 

Pennsylvania

18 Pa. Cons. Stat. § 2710
“Ethnic Intimidation”

Penalty enhancement of one degree 
higher for non-summary offenses di-
rected with malicious intention toward 
the victim’s race, color, religion, or 
national origin. For underlying summary 
offenses, penalty shall be a misdemean-
or.

Independent Offense
+ 

Penalty Enhancement

Race, color, religion, 
national origin

Pa. Adm. Code § 710 (i)
“Pennsylvania State Police”

Requires the Pennsylvania State Police 
to collect data on hate crimes based 
on the victim’s race, color, religion, or 
national origin, which shall be reported 
monthly by all local law enforcement 
agencies and the State Fire Marshal.

Data Collection Race, color, religion, 
national origin

https://www.oregonlaws.org/ors/chapter/166
https://www.oregonlaws.org/ors/chapter/166
https://www.oregonlaws.org/ors/181A.225
https://www.oregonlaws.org/ors/181A.470
https://www.legis.state.pa.us/WU01/LI/LI/CT/HTM/18/00.027.010.000..HTM
https://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/legis/LI/uconsCheck.cfm?txtType=HTM&yr=1929&sessInd=0&smthLwInd=0&act=175&chpt=7&sctn=10&subsctn=0
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Rhode Island

R.I. Gen. Laws § 12-19-38
“Hate Crimes Sentencing Act”

Penalty enhancement for both misde-
meanor and felony offenses committed 
because of the hatred or animus toward 
the victim’s actual or perceived disabili-
ty, religion, color, race, national origin or 
ancestry, sexual orientation, or gender 
of that person or the owner or occupant 
of that property.

Penalty Enhancement

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, gender, 

sexual orientation, 
disability, ancestry

R.I. Gen. Laws § 42-28-46
“Development of System Monitor-

ing Crimes Motivated by Bigotry 
and Bias”

Requires the state police to collect hate 
crime data on crimes motivated by big-
otry against the victim’s race, religion, 
ethnicity, gender, gender identity, sexual 
orientation, disability, or homeless 
status.

Data Collection

Race, religion, gender, 
sexual orientation, gen-
der identity, disability, 

ethnicity, homeless 
or perceived to be 

homeless

R.I. Gen. Laws § 42-28.2-8.1
“Educational Requirements — 

Hate Crimes”

Requires the Commission on Standards 
and Training to prepare and publish 
training materials on identifying, investi-
gating, and reporting hate crimes.

Training

Race, religion, gender, 
sexual orientation, gen-
der identity, disability, 

ethnicity, homeless 
or perceived to be 

homeless

South Carolina - No Criminal “Hate Crime” Statute

S.C. Code Ann. § 16-7-120
“Placing Burning or Flaming 

Cross in Public Place”

Makes it a misdemeanor to burn a cross 
in public or the property of another 
without express permission to do so.

Independent Offense Other

S.C. Code Ann. § 16-11-535
“Malicious Injury to Place of 

Worship”

Makes it a felony to or attempt to or 
aid in the vandalization, defacement, 
damaging, or destroying of a place of 
worship.

Independent Offense Religion

South Dakota

S.D. Codified Laws ch, 22-19B 
[§§ 22-19B-1 – 22-19B-5]

“Hate Crimes”

Makes it a felony to intimidate or harass 
a specific person or group because of 
their race, ethnicity, religion, ances-
try, or national origin.  Incorporates 
cross burning or placing of any word 
or symbol commonly associated with 
racial, religious, or ethnic terrorism into 
the crime of defacement.  Makes it a 
misdemeanor to prevent another from 
practicing their religion by threats or 
violence.  Makes it a misdemeanor to 
compel another to practice or adopt a 
religion by threat or violence.

Independent Offense
Race, religion, na-

tional origin, ethnicity, 
ancestry

Tennessee

Tenn. Code Ann. § 39-14-301 (B)
(2)(A)

“Arson”

Penalty enhancement to a higher class 
of felony when knowingly committing 
arson by damaging a structure by 
means of fire or explosion when the 
damaged structure is a place of worship.

Penalty Enhancement Religion

Tenn. Code Ann. § 39-17-309
“Civil Rights Intimidation”

Makes it a felony to injure, damage, 
deface, or destroy any real or personal 
property of another with the purpose of 
intimidating that person from exercis-
ing their civil rights, regardless of race, 
color, ancestry, religion, or national 
origin. Additional misdemeanor when 
wearing a mask or disguise with the 
intent to commit the above.

Independent Offense
Race, color, religion, na-
tional origin, ancestry

http://webserver.rilin.state.ri.us/Statutes/TITLE12/12-19/12-19-38.HTM
http://webserver.rilin.state.ri.us/Statutes/TITLE42/42-28/42-28-46.HTM
http://webserver.rilin.state.ri.us/Statutes/TITLE42/42-28.2/42-28.2-8.1.HTM
https://www.scstatehouse.gov/code/t16c007.php
https://www.scstatehouse.gov/code/t16c011.php
http://sdlegislature.gov/Statutes/Codified_Laws/DisplayStatute.aspx?Statute=22-19B&Type=Statute
https://advance.lexis.com/documentpage/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=9a3e739a-e71d-4f86-b843-73283456baf7&pdistocdocslideraccess=true&config=025054JABlOTJjNmIyNi0wYjI0LTRjZGEtYWE5ZC0zNGFhOWNhMjFlNDgKAFBvZENhdGFsb2cDFQ14bX2GfyBTaI9WcPX5&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fstatutes-legislation%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A50J2-V4R0-R03M-S43W-00008-00&pdcomponentid=234180&pdtocnodeidentifier=ABNAALAADAAB&ecomp=bgqfkkk&prid=63ba8376-c533-4467-a765-1b9483137536
https://advance.lexis.com/ComponentApi/RedirectTo?identityprofileid=FPZQVQ54825&returnUrl=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&aci=la&cbc=0&lnsi=7e00b090-2bea-487a-9383-0ba07277db66&rmflag=0&sit=null
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Tenn. Code Ann. § 39-17-311 (a)
(1)

“Desecration of Venerated Object”

Makes it a felony to intentionally dese-
crate a place of worship or burial.

Independent Offense Religion

Tenn. Code Ann. § 40-35-114 
(17)

“Enhancement Factors”

Penalty enhancement for offenses com-
mitted when the defendant intentionally 
selected the victim or their property in 
whole or in part because of their real or 
perceived race, religion, color, disabil-
ity, sexual orientation, national origin, 
ancestry, or gender.

Penalty Enhancement

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, gender, 
sexual orientation, dis-
ability, ancestry, age

Texas

Tex. Code Crim. Proc. Ann. art. 
42.014 

“Finding That Offense Was 
Committed Because of Bias or 

Prejudice”

Determines that the fact-finder, wheth-
er judge or jury, determine beyond a 
reasonable doubt that an offense was 
committed because of offender’s bias 
or prejudice against race, color, religion, 
national origin or ancestry, gender, 
disability, or sexual preference. Upon 
such a finding, the judge may order a 
sentence of an educational program on 
tolerance of others.

Penalty Enhancement

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, gender, 
sexual orientation, dis-
ability, age, ancestry

Tex. Penal Code Ann. § 12.47
“Penalty If Offense Committed 

Because of Bias or Prejudice”

Penalty enhancement for all offenses, 
except first degree felonies and Class 
A misdemeanors, to the next highest 
offense, which were found to have been 
committed because of bias or prejudice, 
as defined in Tex. Code. Crim. Pro. Ann. 
art. 42.014. For Class A misdemeanors, 
the minimum term of confinement is 
increased 180 days.

Penalty Enhancement

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, gender, 
sexual orientation, age, 

ancestry

Tex. Penal Code Ann. § 28.08 
(d)(1)

“Graffiti”

Makes it a misdemeanor to commit 
graffiti, with enhanced felony penalties 
if on a place of worship or human burial.

Independent Offense
+ 

Penalty Enhancement
Religion

Tex. Gov’t. Code Ann. § 411.046
“Hate Crime Reporting”

Requires the Bureau of Identification 
and records to establish, analyze, and 
maintain data on hate crimes. Such 
data will be submitted by all state and 
local law enforcement to the Bureau.

Data Collection

Utah

Utah Code Ann. § 76-3-203.14
“Victim Targeting Penalty En-

hancement —Penalties”

Felony and misdemeanor penalty 
enhancements to a higher class or 
degree, when a defendant is found to 
have intentionally selected their victim 
or harmed the property of a victim 
because of the defendant’s belief 
or perception regarding the victim’s 
personal attribute or the attribute of 
another individual or group with whom 
the victim had a relationship.

Penalty Enhancement

Race, religion, national 
origin, age, ancestry, 
disability, ethnicity, 

familial status, gender 
identity, homeless-

ness, marital status, 
matriculation, political 
expression, sex, sexual 

orientation, service 
in U.S. Armed Forces, 
status as emergency 
responder, status as 

law enforcement officer, 
correctional officer, 

special function officer, 
or any other peace 

officer.

Utah Code Ann. § 76-3-203.4
“Hate Crimes — Aggravating 

Factors”

Hate crime offenses are aggravating 
factors in sentencing, including the 
degree of community unrest caused by 
the offense.

Penalty Enhancement

https://advance.lexis.com/documentpage/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=aef1487e-bfda-48de-b21a-315f02668197&pdistocdocslideraccess=true&config=025054JABlOTJjNmIyNi0wYjI0LTRjZGEtYWE5ZC0zNGFhOWNhMjFlNDgKAFBvZENhdGFsb2cDFQ14bX2GfyBTaI9WcPX5&pddocfullpath=%2fshared%2fdocument%2fstatutes-legislation%2furn%3acontentItem%3a50J2-V4R0-R03M-S49K-00008-00&pdcomponentid=234180&pdtocnodeidentifier=ABNAAOAADAAL&ecomp=bgqfkkk&prid=a977ec0d-9e98-4e16-8983-cae21d32f51a
https://advance.lexis.com/documentpage/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=2335d841-3fdd-4d52-a4c3-1d9944384364&nodeid=ABOABJAABAAO&nodepath=%2fROOT%2fABO%2fABOABJ%2fABOABJAAB%2fABOABJAABAAO&level=4&haschildren=&populated=false&title=40-35-114.+Enhancement+factors.&config=025054JABlOTJjNmIyNi0wYjI0LTRjZGEtYWE5ZC0zNGFhOWNhMjFlNDgKAFBvZENhdGFsb2cDFQ14bX2GfyBTaI9WcPX5&pddocfullpath=%2fshared%2fdocument%2fstatutes-legislation%2furn%3acontentItem%3a5NNY-2180-R03M-C54B-00008-00&ecomp=k357kkk&prid=3cc56296-a704-4426-a8a7-f87b5356ae3d
https://statutes.capitol.texas.gov/Docs/CR/htm/CR.42.htm#42.014
https://statutes.capitol.texas.gov/Docs/CR/htm/CR.42.htm#42.014
https://texas.public.law/statutes/tex._penal_code_section_12.47
https://texas.public.law/statutes/tex._penal_code_section_28.08
https://texas.public.law/statutes/tex._gov't_code_section_411.046
https://le.utah.gov/~2019/bills/static/SB0103.html
https://le.utah.gov/xcode/Title76/Chapter3/76-3-S203.4.html
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Utah Code Ann. § 53-10-202
“Criminal Identification — Duties 

of Bureau”

Requires the Bureau of Criminal Identi-
fication to establish a statewide uniform 
crime reporting system and gather 
statistics, including on crimes that evi-
dence prejudice based on race, religion, 
ancestry, national origin, ethnicity, or 
other categories the bureau deems 
appropriate.

Data Collection

Race, religion, national 
origin, ancestry, eth-

nicity, other categories 
that the division finds 

appropriate

Vermont

Vt. Stat. Ann. tit. 13 ch. 31 
[§§ 1454 – 1457]
“Discrimination”

Penalty enhancement for both misde-
meanor and felony offenses maliciously 
motivated by the victim’s actual or 
perceived race, color, religion, national 
origin, sex, ancestry, age, gender iden-
tity, sexual orientation, or service in U.S. 
Armed Forces.  Makes it a felony to burn 
a cross or other religious symbol with 
the intention of terrorizing or harassing 
another. Includes a civil right of action.

Penalty Enhancement

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, sexual 

orientation, gender 
identity, disability, sex, 

ancestry, age, service in 
the U.S. Armed Forces

Virginia

Va. Code Ann. § 18.2-57 (B)
“Assault and Battery; Penalty”

Felony penalty enhancement with a 
minimum term of confinement for as-
saults and batteries where the offender 
intentionally selects the victim because 
of their race, color, religious conviction, 
or national origin.

Penalty Enhancement Race, color, religion, 
national origin

Va. Code Ann. § 18.2.127 (B)
“Injuries to Churches, Church 

Property, Cemeteries, Burial 
Grounds, etc.; Penalty”

Makes it a felony to destroy, damage, 
deface, or otherwise injure any place of 
worship or surrounding property.

Independent Offense Religion

Va. Code Ann. § 18.2-423
“Burning Cross on the Property of 

Another or Public Place with In-
tent to Intimidate; Penalty; Prima 

Facie Evidence of Intent”

Makes it a crime to burn a cross on the 
property of another or public property 
with intent to intimidate any person or 
group or persons.

Independent Offense

Religion, other
* Prima facie evidence 

of intent held uncon-
stitutionally overbroad 

in Elliott v. Common-
wealth, 267 Va. 464 

(2004)

Va. Code Ann. § 18.2-423.01
“Burning Object on Property of 
Another or a Highway or Other 

Public Place with Intent to Intimi-
date; Penalty”

Makes it a felony to burn an object on 
the property of another or public place 
with the intent to intimidate.

Independent Offense Other

Va. Code Ann. § 18.2-423.1
“Placing Swastika on Certain 
Property With Intent to Intim-

idate; Penalty; Prima Facie 
Evidence of Intent”

Makes it a felony to place a swastika on 
any building used for religious worship 
or gathering, or school, educational 
facility, or community centers owned or 
operated by a church or religious body 
with the intent to intimidate.

Independent Offense Religion

Va. Code Ann. § 18.2-423.2
“Displaying a Noose on Property 

of Another or Highway or Other 
Public Place With Intent to Intim-

idate; Penalty”

Makes it a felony to display a noose on 
the property of another or public place 
with intent to intimidate.

Independent Offense
Other

Va. Code Ann. § 52-8.5
“Reporting Hate Crimes”

Requires the Superintendent of the 
Department of State Police to estab-
lish and maintain a central repository 
for the collection and analysis of hate 
crime data, groups, and individuals 
carrying out such acts.

Data Collection Race, religion, national 
origin, ethnicity

https://le.utah.gov/xcode/Title53/Chapter10/53-10-S202.html?v=C53-10-S202_2018070120180701
https://legislature.vermont.gov/statutes/chapter/13/031
https://legislature.vermont.gov/statutes/chapter/13/031
https://law.lis.virginia.gov/vacode/title18.2/chapter4/section18.2-57/
https://law.lis.virginia.gov/vacode/title18.2/chapter5/section18.2-127/
https://law.lis.virginia.gov/vacode/title18.2/chapter9/section18.2-423/
https://www.courtlistener.com/opinion/1059125/elliott-v-com/
https://www.courtlistener.com/opinion/1059125/elliott-v-com/
https://law.lis.virginia.gov/vacode/title18.2/chapter9/section18.2-423.01/
https://law.lis.virginia.gov/vacode/title18.2/chapter9/section18.2-423.1/
https://law.lis.virginia.gov/vacode/title18.2/chapter9/section18.2-423.2/
https://law.lis.virginia.gov/vacode/title52/chapter1/section52-8.5/
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Washington

Wash. Rev. Code Ann.  
[§§ 9A.36.078 – 9A.36.083]

“Malicious Harassment”

Makes it a felony to maliciously harass 
a victim based on their actual or per-
ceived race, color, ancestry, national 
origin, gender, gender identity, sexual 
orientation, or mental, physical, or 
sensory handicap, or to burn a cross on 
property of a victim who is or whom the 
actor perceives to be of African Ameri-
can heritage, or to deface the property 
with a swastika of a victim who the 
actor perceives to be of Jewish heritage. 
Additionally, provides for civil remedies.

Independent Offense
+

Civil Remedies

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, gender, 
gender identity, sexual 
orientation, disability, 

ancestry, African Amer-
icans, those of Jewish 

Ancestry

Wash. Rev. Code Ann. § 
36.28A.030

“Malicious Harassment — Infor-
mation Reporting and Dissemi-

nation”

Requires the Washington Association of 
Sheriffs & Police Chiefs to establish and 
maintain a central repository of hate 
crime data, and to create a monthly 
report to present to the governor, the 
senate law and justice committee, and 
the house of representatives’ judiciary 
committee.

Data Collection

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, gender, 

sexual orientation, 
disability, ancestry

Wash. Rev. Code Ann. § 
43.101.290

“Training in Crimes of Malicious 
Harassment”

Requires the criminal justice training 
commission to develop and train offi-
cers on the identification, response, and 
reporting of bias crimes.

Training

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, gender, 

sexual orientation, 
disability, ancestry, Afri-
can Americans, those 

of Jewish Ancestry

West Virginia

W. Va. Code Ann. § 61-6-21
“Prohibiting Violations of An Indi-

vidual’s Civil Rights; Penalties”

Makes it a felony to intimidate by threat 
of violence, force or threat of force, or to 
conspire against or teach a method of 
intimidation against a victim or group 
because of their race, color, religion, 
ancestry, national origin, political affili-
ation or sex. Additionally, the commis-
sion of a hate crime will be considered 
an aggravating factor for any underlying 
crime.

Independent Offense
Race, color, religion, na-
tional origin, ancestry, 
political affiliation, sex

Wisconsin

Wis. Stat. § 939.645
“Crimes Committed Against Cer-

tain People or Property”

Penalty enhancement misdemeanor 
and felony offenses committed against 
victims or their property are intention-
ally selected because of their race, reli-
gion, color, disability, sexual orientation, 
national origin or ancestry.

Penalty Enhancement

Race, color, religion, 
national origin, sexual 
orientation, disability, 

ancestry

Wis. Stat. § 943.012
“Criminal Damage to or Graffiti on 

Religious and Other Property”

Makes it a felony to damage or deface a 
place of worship or burial, or a facil-
ity primarily associated with groups 
defined by a particular significance 
or value to any group of persons of a 
particular race, religion, color, disability, 
sexual orientation, national origin or 
ancestry.

Independent Offense
Race, color, religion, 

national origin, sexual 
orientation, disability, 

ancestry

Wyoming — No Criminal “Hate Crime” Statute

N/A N/A N/A N/A

https://app.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=9A.36.078
https://app.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=9A.36.078
https://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=36.28A.030
https://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=36.28A.030
http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=43.101.290
http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=43.101.290
http://www.wvlegislature.gov/WVCODE/ChapterEntire.cfm?chap=61&art=6&section=21
https://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/statutes/statutes/939/IV/645
https://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/statutes/statutes/943/I/012
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U.S. Territories

American Samoa — No Criminal “Hate Crime” Statute

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Guam — No Criminal “Hate Crime” Statute

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Northern Mariana Islands — No Criminal “Hate Crime” Statute

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Puerto Rico

P.R Laws Ann. app. II, r. 171

“Sentence; Evidence as to Miti-
gating or Aggravating Circum-

stances”

Aggravating circumstance in sen-
tencing when a crime motivated by 
prejudice against a victim for reason of 
their race, color, sex, sexual orientation, 
gender, gender identity, origin, ethnic 
origin, civil status, birth, physical and/or 
mental disability, social status, religion, 
age, religious or political beliefs.

Penalty Enhancement

Race, color, reli-
gion, gender, sexual 
orientation, gender 

identity, disability, sex, 
origin, ethnic origin, 

civil status, birth, social 
status, age, religious or 

political beliefs

U.S. Virgin Islands — No Criminal “Hate Crime” Statute

N/A N/A N/A N/A

https://advance.lexis.com/documentpage/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=d2249495-abf0-4c4d-b933-999f48806424&nodeid=ABOAADAANAAR&nodepath=%2FROOT%2FABO%2FABOAAD%2FABOAADAAN%2FABOAADAANAAR&level=4&haschildren=&populated=false&title=Rule+171.+SENTENCE%3B+EVIDENCE+AS+TO+MITIGATING+OR+AGGRAVATING+CIRCUMSTANCES&config=00JABkODU1MGI4OC1hMmRkLTQ2MGYtOGY1NS03YjVjOWM4YjJlZjAKAFBvZENhdGFsb2d0HiKld62itjBDGzN8H7lV&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fstatutes-legislation%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A5D6S-8RS1-66SD-802C-00008-00&ecomp=k357kkk&prid=e48f7dd5-82cf-49e6-817d-c6ac93b809c1
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Appendix III 

Percentage of anti-white bias attacks out of all racial, ethnic, and ancestry bias attacks 
between 2013 and 2017.

Year No. of Reported Racial/Eth-
nic/Ancestry bias Offenses

No. of Anti-White Of-
fenses Reported

Percentage of Racial/Ethnic/Ancestry Bias 
Offenses Reported as Anti-White

2017 4,832 844 17.5 %

2016 4,229 876 20.7 %

2015 4,029 734 18.2 %

2014 3,081 701 22.8 %

2013 3,407 728 21.4 %

Average 3,916 777 20.1 %

Data derived from the FBI’s Uniform Crime Report. See infra, notes 112–13
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